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ABSTRACT

Tan, Lei. Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2015. Mass Spectrometric Characterization of
Peptide Radical Ions and Implication for Radical Chemistry. Major Professor: Yu Xia.

Gas-phase radical ion chemistry has attracted increasing research interest from the
mass spectrometry (MS) society because it provides new capabilities in bio-analysis
which often complements traditional MS methods developed from even-electron ions.
Fundamental studies of biomolecule related radical species are essential to broadening
the scope of radical chemistry and pushing the frontiers of its analytical applications. This
dissertation mainly discusses the gas-phase chemistry of peptide sulfinyl radicals (-SO•),
which has been rarely studied before. In order to establish an effective research approach,
a method that can generate site-specific peptide sulfinyl radical ion has been developed.
This method is based on reactions between OH radicals and disulfide linked peptides at
the interface of a nanoelectrospray ionization-MS instrument. The peptide sulfinyl radical
ions are thus mass-isolated in MS and its intrinsic chemical properties are investigated
via MS approaches including collision-induced dissociation (CID), H/D exchange, and
ion/molecule reactions. Theoretical calculations have also been utilized to further explain
the experimental phenomena. Different from carbon-centered radical species, sulfinyl
radicals exhibit significant proton affinity due to the existence of heteroatoms. Evidence
from experimental and theoretical studies clearly show that the duality of a sulfinyl

xvii
radical to function as a radical or a base is affected by the neighboring amino acid sidechain chemistry within a peptide. For instance, a sulfinyl radical can form proton bridge
with the basic side-chain of histidine or arginine, while direct protonation on a sulfinyl
radical is observed in the case of a side-chain containing an alkyl or hydroxyl group. This
new insight suggests that heteroatom-centered radical species may actively engage in
forming proton bridges within proteins. We also manage to generate site-specific glycyl
radical in the gas phase utilizing a distinct dissociation pathway of the sulfinyl radical (βcleavage). This approach enables systematic studies on how the electronic properties of
the substituents affect the stability of glycyl type radicals (X-•CH-Y). Overall, our
investigations into peptide radical ions have resulted in the establishment of a suite of
experimental tools and new knowledge of bio-radical species.
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A Mass Spectrometric Approach for Probing the Stability of
Bioorganic Radicals**
Lei Tan, Hanfeng Hu, Joseph S. Francisco,* and Yu Xia*
Abstract: Glycyl radicals are important bioorganic radical
species involved in enzymatic catalysis. Herein, we demonstrate that the stability of glycyl-type radicals (X-CCH-Y) can be
tuned on a molecular level by varying the X and Y substituents
and experimentally probed by mass spectrometry. This
approach is based on the gas-phase dissociation of cysteine
sulfinyl radical (X-CysSOC-Y) ions through homolysis of a Ca
Cb bond. This fragmentation produces a glycyl-type radical
upon losing CH2SO, and the degree of this loss is closely tied to
the stability of the as-formed radical. Theoretical calculations
indicate that the energy of the Ca Cb bond homolysis is
predominantly affected by the stability of the glycyl radical
product through the captodative effect, rather than that of the
parent sulfinyl radical. This finding suggests a novel experimental method to probe the stability of bioorganic radicals,
which can potentially broaden our understanding of these
important reactive intermediates.

Bioorganic radicals have been implicated as important
intermediates in a wide variety of biochemical processes. At
the molecular level, they are associated with enzymatic
digestion[1] and oxidative damage of proteins.[2] Among
them, the glycyl radical that bears the -NH-·CH-C(O)prototype has been of particular interest because of its
outstanding stability[3] and its involvement in the catalytic
function of many enzymes.[4] Moreover, selective formation of
the glycyl radical is also implicated in the oxidative side-chain
cleavage of other amino acid residues.[5] In several theoretical
studies, the intrinsic thermochemical properties of relevant
model systems have been investigated.[3] The synergistic effect
known as captodative effect, in which the radical center is
located between an electron donor and acceptor, has been
postulated to greatly stabilize the radical.[6]
Experiments have been conducted to determine the
stability of radical species from the electron spin resonance

(ESR) coupling constant,[7] or free radical reactions toward Nbromosuccinimide.[8] Mass spectrometry has been demonstrated as an effective experimental methodology to interrogate the intrinsic property of many radical species in the gas
phase.[9] Glycyl radicals have been successfully generated and
characterized in the gas phase by neutralization–reionization
mass spectrometry[10] and side-chain loss from collisioninduced dissociation (CID) of hydrogen-deficient peptide
radicals through b cleavage.[11] Chu et al. have studied the
interconversion of the three isomeric a-carbon-centered
radical ions of triglycine, and suggested that the stability of
radicals can affect radical migration and thus the CID pattern
of the species.[11a] In this study, we demonstrate a new
experimental approach to probe the stability of the glycyl
radical.
In previous studies, we have utilized radical reactions
within the nanoelectrospray ionization (nanoESI) plume to
generate gas-phase site-specific sulfinyl radical ions from the
interchain disulfide-linked peptides (Scheme 1 a, step 1).[12]
Unimolecular dissociation of protonated cysteine sulfinyl
radical (CysSO·) ions proceeds predominantly through a radical-driven fragmentation channel.[12b] Upon the loss of
CH2SO (sulfine) by homolysis of the Ca Cb bond, glycyl
radicals are formed (Scheme 1 a, step 2). In this work, we ask
two fundamental questions: 1) Can the as-formed glycyl
radical be stabilized by functional-group substitution, and
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Scheme 1. a) Generation of gas-phase sulfinyl radical ions through
radical reactions in the nanoESI plume (step 1) and fragmentation
pathway to form the glycyl-type radical (step 2) upon CID. b) Sulfinyl
radicals studied experimentally (1–3) and theoretically (4–6).
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2) can the degree of stabilization be experimentally probed
for the prototype radical (X-·CH-Y) through gas-phase
dissociation of the sulfinyl radical? To answer these questions,
we surveyed a series of sulfinyl radical ions (X-CysSOC-Y)
functionalized with various electron-donating (X) or electron-withdrawing (Y) substituents (Scheme 1 b, 1–3). The
impact of these substituents on the stability of thus formed
glycyl radicals is evaluated by a combined experimental and
theoretical approach.
The formation of sulfinyl radical ions was achieved
through on-line radical reactions at the sampling interface
of a mass spectrometer; the details of these experiments have
been described previously and can be found in the Supporting
Information. Briefly, oxidative radicals (presumably OH
radicals), produced by discharges in the air, react with the
disulfide precursors entrained in the nanoESI plume and
cleave the disulfide bond through dissociative addition,
leading to the formation of sulfinyl radicals (SOC).[12] The
purity of the sulfinyl radicals (structures shown in Scheme 1,
1–3) is high, the reaction yields are moderate (  40 %). The
sulfinyl radical ions are subjected to on-resonance CID in
a linear ion trap mass spectrometer. The degree of CH2SO
loss (CH2SO %: the percentage of CH2SO loss among all
product ions) is compared at a parent survival yield of 50 % to
keep a constant decomposition rate across different sulfinyl
radical ions studied herein. The CH2SO % from all experimentally studied sulfinyl radical ions is summarized in
Table 1. The sulfinyl radical ions 1 were designed to test the
Table 1: CH2SO % observed in experiments and BDEs calculated
theoretically.
Experiment[a]
CH2SO %

Theoretical Calculation
-X
-Y

BDE[b]

RSECH·[b]

RSESO·[b]

4a

NH2

COOH

35.2

21.3

3.4

4b

acetylamino
CH3
H

COOH

41.0

18.3

2.5

COOH
COOH

45.4
49.6

10.3
4.7

3.5
3.6

6b

acetylamino

COOCH3

42.2

18.0

2.6

NH2
NH2
acetylamino
H

H
COOH
COOH

45.9
35.2
41.0

10.4
21.3
18.3

3.3
3.4
2.5

COOH

49.6

4.7

3.6

1a
1b
1c

98
98
66

1d
1e
2a
2b

57
3
90
90

2c
2d
3a
3b

85
24
50
15

5a
4a
4b

3c

1

4e

4d
4e

[a] Corresponding spectra provided in Figure 1 and Figures 2 and 3 in the
Supporting Information. [b] In kcal mol 1.

effect of the X group for a generic structure of X-CysSOC-C(O)Arg. Arginine is included in the structure to reduce proton
mobility in order to limit the proton-driven amide bond
cleavages in the protonated peptide system.[12a] There is
a significant drop in CH2SO % (from 98 % to 3 %, experimental data in Table 1) as the electron-donating capability of
the X group decreases among 1. In case of strong electrondonating groups, such as X = NH2 (1 a) and X = N(CH3)2
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Figure 1. MS2 CID of protonated sulfinyl radical cations X-CysSO·-C(O)Arg: a) 1 a; b) 1 c; and c) 1 e. MS2 CID of deprotonated sulfinyl radical
anions X-CysSOC-C(O)-Glu: d) 3 a; e) 3 b; f) 3 c.

(1 b), the Ca Cb bond cleavage is the only predominant
fragmentation channel from CID (i.e., Figure 1 a), corresponding to 98 % of CH2SO %. For X = NHCOCH3 (1 c), the
acetylamino group is less effective in donating electrons as
compared to NH2. As a result, CH2SO % drops to 66 % and
other fragmentation channels become more competitive (i.e.,
loss of SOH, Figure 1 b). The loss of CH2SO further decreased
to 57 % upon CID of 1 d (X = CH3), likely because of the lack
of lone pair electrons to donate from the methyl group. The
most dramatic change in fragmentation behavior is observed
when X = H (1 e, Figure 1 c), where the loss of SOH ( 49 Da)
is prevalent while the loss of CH2SO is almost negligible
(3 %). The effect of the Y group was tested using sulfinyl
radical ions 2 (Arg-NH-CysSOC-Y). When the Y group is
a carbonyl substituent (-COOH, -COOCH3, or -CONH2, all
of which are considered to be moderately electron-withdrawing), the loss of CH2SO is always the predominant
channel upon CID (CH2SO % = 90–85 %). Not surprisingly,
for Y = H (2 d), CH2SO % is reduced significantly to 24 %.
The above data clearly demonstrate the critical role of the
electron-donating and electron-withdrawing nature of the
substituents as well as their synergistic effect in the formation
of glycyl-type radicals upon CID of sulfinyl radical ions.
Although the Arg side-chain can efficiently sequester
a proton to its guanidine group, we cannot exclude the
possibility that the charge is in close proximity to the radical
site through ionic hydrogen bonding,[13] and thus alternates
the behavior of the radical. Studies have shown that hydrogen
bonds are likely to form between the protonated guanidine
and amide carbonyl group, which can assist in magnifying the
electron-withdrawing capability of the carbonyl group.[11b] In
order to evaluate the effect of the charge, sulfinyl radical
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anions are also investigated (3, X-CysSOC-C(O)-Glu). For these
anionic species, loss of 62 Da is also observed to various
degrees (Figure 1 d–f). Accurate mass measurement confirmed the elemental composition of CH2SO and thus it is
not the sequential loss of H2O and CO2. Similar to the radical
cations, the CH2SO % also drops as the electron-donating
capability of the X group decreases (Table 1, 3 a–c). Note that
the sulfine loss of radical anions is not as favorable as in
radical cations, probably because of the absence of protoninduced enhancement of the electron-withdrawing nature of
the carbonyl group as in the protonated species. Nevertheless,
the data from both sulfinyl radical cations and anions indicate
that the CH2SO % is not significantly affected by the nature of
the charge.
Since the loss of CH2SO is a single-bond fission process
upon the unimolecular dissociation of the cysteine sulfinyl
radical, the fragmentation energy barrier is directly affected
by the bond dissociation energy (BDE) of the Ca Cb bond.
We therefore calculated the BDE of the Ca Cb bond in
sulfinyl radical systems, as defined by the enthalpy change in
step 2 shown in Scheme 1 a.[12b] Given that the BDE is
affected by the stability of both parent and product radicals,
we further characterized the relative stability of these radical
species based on the radical stabilization energy (RSE).[14]
Isodesmic reactions shown in Scheme 2 were used to calculate
the RSE for sulfinyl (RSESOC) and glycyl (RSECHC) radicals,
respectively.

Scheme 2. Isodesmic reactions for the calculation of the RSE.

Simplified structures (Scheme 1, 4–6) were used as model
systems in the theoretical calculations. The theoretical results
based on each experimentally tested group are summarized in
Table 1, and the rest of the calculated data are shown in
Table 1 in the Supporting Information. The RSECH· varies
from 0 to 21.3 kcal mol 1 as the substituent changes toward
a more significant captodative effect (in the increasing order
of X = H, CH3, acetylamino, NH2, and Y = H, COOCH3,
COOH). The tendency is consistent with previous theoretical
studies on the stability of radicals and agrees with the
prediction of the captodative effect.[3] On the other hand, the
value of the RSESOC is relatively small and varies little with the
identity of the X or Y groups (2.5–3.8 kcal mol 1). This result
suggests that the stability of the sulfinyl radical is not
significantly affected by the substituents on Ca. Our previous
study has shown that the spin is localized on the sulfinyl group
(SOC; with almost equal probability on the sulfur and oxygen
atom).[12b] The isolation of the spin density on sulfinyl radical
and its further separation from the substituents may lead to
the inconspicuous relationship between the RSESOC and the
substituents on Ca.
Figure 2 a shows the plot of the RSESOC and the RSECHC
versus the BDE with the identities of the X and Y groups
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2014, 53, 1887 –1890

Figure 2. a) Plot of RSECHC (diamond) and RSESOC (cross) against BDE,
and b) anti-correlation of BDE (open circle) and RSECHC (diamond)
versus experimental CH2SO %.

indicated correspondingly. Clearly, as the BDE increases, the
RSECHC decreases, while there is no obvious correlation
between the BDE and the RSESOC. These data support the
argument that the change in the BDE is largely a result of the
RSE gained by forming the glycyl radical. Since CH2SO %
can be directly linked to the value of the BDE in the case of
single-bond fission, this finding thus suggests that the stability
of the as-formed glycyl radical can be directly probed
experimentally through the Ca Cb bond homolysis in the
sulfinyl radical without considering the substituent effect of
the parent radical. Such a relationship is depicted in Figure 2 b
with an anti-correlation between the RSECHC and the BDE
with CH2SO %. Note that the experimental CH2SO % data
points in Figure 2 b are chosen from radical cations that have
been theoretically evaluated (italicized in Table 1, column 2).
An increased CH2SO % corresponds to a lower BDE and
a higher RSECHC. It is this relationship that allows the stability
of the product radical to be evaluated experimentally by
monitoring the degree of CH2SO loss upon CID.
In summary, a new approach based on gas-phase unimolecular dissociation of sulfinyl radicals (X-CysSO·-Y) to probe
the stability of glycyl-type radicals (X-CCH-Y) was demonstrated. The degree of sulfine loss increases correspondingly
as the stability of the as-formed radical species increases,
which can be tuned on a molecular level through the
electronic effects of X or Y groups. Meanwhile, the stability
of the parent sulfinyl radical is not significantly affected. This
intrinsic property and the unique fragmentation pathway of
the sulfinyl radical offer a direct way to explore the stability of
radicals experimentally. It also allows us to investigate the
effect introduced by different substituents in more detail than
merely using the RSE to study the stability of radicals, and
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also sheds light on the influence of the electronic nature of the
connecting groups on the captodative effect in bioorganic
radicals.
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Published online: January 20, 2014
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ABSTRACT: Heteroatom-centered radicals are known to
play critical roles in atmospheric chemistry, organic synthesis,
and biology. While most studies have focused on the radical
reactivity such as hydrogen abstraction, the base properties of
heteroatom-centered radicals have long been overlooked,
despite the profound consequences, such as their ability to
participate in hydrogen-bonding networks. In this study, we
use the sulﬁnyl radical (−SO•) as a model to show that the
dual properties of heteroatom-centered radicals, that is, their
ability to function as a radical and a base, can coexist in
peptides and be diﬀerentiated by examining the loss of
hydrosulﬁnyl radical (SOH) upon unimolecular dissociation of the peptide sulﬁnyl radical ions in the gas phase. The loss of SOH
can result from two channels; one involves hydrogen atom abstraction, which reﬂects the radical property; the other is initiated
by proton transfer to the sulﬁnyl radical, manifesting its base property. Tuning of the two properties of peptide sulﬁnyl radicals
can be achieved by varying the chemical properties of the neighboring functional groups, which demonstrates the inﬂuence of the
local chemical environment on the behavior of the radical species. The experimental approach established in this study to probe
the dual chemical property of the peptide sulﬁnyl radical can be potentially applied to studying other types of heteroatomcentered radical species of biological signiﬁcance.

■

INTRODUCTION

contains scattered evidence of the involvement of the base
properties of heteroatom-centered radicals, such as the
capability of proton bridging.5,13 It has been suggested that
tuning of Trp radical reactivity can be achieved by providing Hbond partners to the indole nitrogen and varying the strength
of the noncovalent bonds, and Stoll et al. have shown that the
hydrogen bond can be characterized by ultrahigh-ﬁeld electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR).13
In this work, we intend to use gas-phase unimolecular
dissociations to probe the coexistence of radical and base
properties of heteroatom-centered radicals in dipeptide systems
and further investigate if the dual properties can be aﬀected by
the local chemistry environment. Cysteine sulﬁnyl radical
(−SO•) is used as a model system. It is a π-radical, resonance
stabilized between sulfur and oxygen.14,15 Small organic sulﬁnyl
radicals are important intermediates in the atmospheric sulfur
cycle,16 and their properties have been studied by mass
spectrometry.17,18 Homocysteine sulﬁnyl radical is postulated as
a critical species involved in oxidative DNA damage.19 Protein
•
cysteine sulﬁnyl radical (SO Cys) was discovered through the
oxidation of enzymes that utilize thiyl radical as a catalytic
center.20,21 We have developed methods of synthesizing gas-

Heteroatom-centered radicals (i.e., O, N, S, Cl) are important
chemical entities widely involved in atmospheric chemistry,
organic synthesis, and biology.1−3 The existence of the
unpaired electron and the high electronegativity of the
heteroatoms make the chemistry of these radical species
diverse and interesting. On one hand, they can undergo
hydrogen atom abstractions as a distinguished character of the
radical species while demonstrating diﬀerent selectivity as
compared to carbon-centered radicals due to polar eﬀects
introduced by the heteroatoms.4 On the other hand, the
existence of the lone pair of electrons endows them with base
properties. For instance, 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-l-piperidinyloxy
(TEMPO), an oxygen-centered radical, exhibits a gas-phase
proton aﬃnity (PA = 209.5 ± 1.0 kcal mol−1)5 comparable to
those of known basic compounds, such as 2-ﬂuoropyridine
(experimentally measured PA = 211.4 kcal mol−1).6
In biology, several classes of proteins rely on heteroatomcentered radical sites to perform enzyme catalysis, including
tyrosyl radical (oxygen-centered),7 thiyl radical (sulfurcentered),8 and tryptophan indolyl radical (nitrogen-centered).9 With respect to enzymes that rely on heteroatomcentered radical sites to perform catalysis, previous studies have
been focused on investigating their radical reactivity, such as
hydrogen atom abstraction, because of its importance in the
regeneration of the catalytic center.7,8,10−12 The literature also
© 2014 American Chemical Society
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•

Table 1. Structures of d4-n-SO Cys−X Investigated in This Study

*

The PA6 values (in units of kcal mol−1) for each functional group in compounds 1−7 are indicated in italics below the structures.

methylaminoethyl)pyridine, 3-(2-aminoethyl)pyridine, 4-(2aminoethyl)pyridine, ethylenediamine, 1,3-diaminopropane,
1,4-diaminobutane, ethanolamine, 6-amino-1-hexanol, L-arginine, 3-(dimethylamino)-1-propylamine, L-glutamic acid, butylamine, and deuterium oxide were purchased from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO). Sodium hydroxide, dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO), acetic acid, methanol, acetic anhydride, and
acetonitrile were purchased from Mallinckrodt Chemicals
(Pittsburgh, NJ). The tetrapeptides GGCK, GCGK, and
CGGK were commercially synthesized by CPC Scientiﬁc
(Sunnyvale, CA). The disulﬁde precursors of special dipeptide
sulﬁnyl radicals were prepared by amide bond formation
between DSP or d8-DSP and a variety of organic amines and
amino acids. The synthesis and puriﬁcation has been describe
elsewhere23 and are detailed in the Supporting Information
(SI). The tetrapeptide was air-oxidized to form a dimer. For
hydrogen/deuterium exchange, the dried disulﬁde precursors
was dissolved in D2O and allowed to exchange for at least 2 h.
Mass Spectrometry. All experiments were performed on a
4000 QTRAP hybrid triple quadrupole/linear ion trap mass
spectrometer (AB Sciex, Toronto, Canada). Nanoelectrospray
ionization (nanoESI) was used to generate the ion species.
Peptide sulﬁnyl radicals were generated in the plume region of
the nanoESI via atmospheric pressure radical reactions between
interchain-linked peptide ions and radical species generated
from a helium low-temperature plasma (LTP) positioned in
front of the MS inlet.22 Peptide sulﬁnyl radical ions were
isolated in the Q1 quadrupole, transferred through the collision
cell (q2) with minimum collision energy, isolated again in the
Q3 linear ion trap, and subjected to dipolar on-resonance
collisional activation.
Theoretical Calculation. Calculations were performed
with the Gaussian 09 software package using the unrestricted
B3LYP level of theory and basis set 6-31G(d),24 which has been
demonstrated to be suitable for calculation of small sulﬁnyl
radical systems.15 Geometry optimizations were carried out for
all structures, with a self-consistent ﬁeld convergence of at least
10−9 on the density matrix. The residual rms (root-meansquare) force was less than 10−4 au. Vibrational frequency
calculations were performed to verify whether the structure
either had real frequencies (minima) or one imaginary

phase sulﬁnyl radicals and studying their intrinsic chemical
reactivity via mass spectrometry (MS).15,22,23
•
In our recent studies of protonated SO Cys and its derivatives,
we discovered that the dual radical and base chemical
properties of the sulﬁnyl radical indeed manifested themselves
via distinct unimolecular dissociation pathways upon collisioninduced dissociation (CID).15 As a radical, the −SO• site
triggers a β-cleavage (between Cα and Cβ of the cysteine
residue), producing a glycyl radical ion and a neutral CH2SO
loss. However, this radical reactivity is suppressed if
protonation of sulﬁnyl radical is more competitive as a
consequence of its base property. For example, in the case of
N-acetylated cysteine sulﬁnyl radical ions, the charge-driven
H2O loss from protonated sulﬁnyl radical is dominant.15
Recently, we observed the loss of hydrosulﬁnyl radical (SOH or
HSO) as another fragmentation channel unique to the sulﬁnyl
radical from CID studies of peptide sulﬁnyl radical ions,22,23
which was absent in single amino acid cysteine sulﬁnyl radicals.
Given the dual chemical property of the sulﬁnyl radical, it is
possible that SOH loss happens either through radical-induced
hydrogen abstraction or proton-driven SOH dissociation. If
these two channels can be identiﬁed and diﬀerentiated, it
provides a means to experimentally interrogate how the local
environment is aﬀecting the dual reactivity of sulﬁnyl radicals in
peptides or proteins. In this work, we utilized dipeptide sulﬁnyl
radical systems in which the N-terminal −NH2 group of
•
cysteine is replaced by a hydrogen, referred to as n-SO Cys−X,
23
to maximize the SOH loss fragmentation channel. Mechanistic studies demonstrate that the SOH loss could be either
radical- or proton-induced. Furthermore, by varying the PA of
the neighboring group, X, or its spatial interaction with sulﬁnyl
radical, the radical versus base property of sulﬁnyl radical could
be eﬀectively tuned.

■

METHODS

Materials. Dithiobis[succinimidyl propionate] (DSP) was
purchased from Thermo Scientiﬁc (Rockford, IL). The
deuterated version, dithiobis[succinimidyl-2,2,3,3,6,6,7,7-propionate-d 8] (d8-DSP), was purchased from ProteoChem
(Cheyenne, WY). N-α-methyl-histidine methyl ester hydrochloride, 1-methyl-L-histidine, 3-methyl-L-histidine, 2-(211829
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frequency (a ﬁrst-order saddle point) after the optimization.
The 6-31G(d) basis set was used in the calculations. The
proper connectivity between reactants, prereactive complexes,
transition states, and products was veriﬁed by intrinsic reaction
coordinate (IRC) calculations. Single-point energies were
further calculated using the coupled cluster single and double
excitation method with a perturbation estimate of the triple
excitation [CCSD(T)] theory in order to incorporate electron
correlation. All calculations were corrected with zero-point
vibration energies. CCSD(T)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) + ΔZPE was
the level of theory in which the energies were reported in later
text. Electronic energies are summarized in SI Table 3.
Moreover, for open-shell systems the ⟨S2⟩ value did not have
major deviations from 0.75. An exhaustive search of the
•
conformational space for the dipeptide sulﬁnyl radical [SO CysArg + H]+ was carried out using the ConformSearch engine,25
the details of which are described in the SI.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Radical- versus Proton-Driven SOH Loss. The disulﬁde
precursor of sulﬁnyl radical was prepared by amide bond
formation between a commercially available peptide crosslinker, DSP (with activated carbonyl group), and a variety of
organic amines and amino acids (referred to as X). Protonated
sulﬁnyl radicals were generated via radical reactions of disulﬁdelinked precursors in a nanoelectrospray ionization (nanoESI)
plume at the atmospheric pressure/vacuum interface of a mass
spectrometer, with details being described elsewhere.22 The insitu-formed sulﬁnyl radical ions were further mass isolated in a
linear ion trap and subjected to CID. Because these sulﬁnyl
radicals were all derived from DSP, they shared a generic
structure (shown in Table 1), in which the N-terminal −NH2
group of cysteine was replaced by a hydrogen, denoted as
•
n-SO Cys−X. Upon CID, the SOH loss fragmentation channel

Figure 1. MS2 CID of (a) protonated sulﬁnyl radical [1a+H]+, (b)
[1a′+D]+, and (c) sodiated sulﬁnyl radical [1a+Na]+. MS3 CID of the
fragment ions from [1a+H]+: (d) m/z 241.1, after SOD loss; (e) m/z
242.1, after SOH loss.

•

was greatly promoted in n-SO Cys−X systems, whereas the
radical-induced CH2SO loss was suppressed because of the lack
of a captodative eﬀect in stabilizing the as-formed glycyl radical
species.23 In order to diﬀerentiate the origin of the hydrogen in
the SOH loss channel, a sulﬁnyl radical with deuterium labeling
at the Cα and Cβ of the cysteine residue (referred to as d4•
•
n-SO Cys−X) was employed. The structures of d4-n-SO Cys−X
investigated in this study are listed in Table 1.
Figure 1a shows MS2 CID of protonated 1a, where the
sulﬁnyl radical is connected to the N-α-methyl-histidine methyl
ester. Peaks associated with both SOD loss (m/z 241.1) and
SOH loss (m/z 242.1) are present in the spectrum, indicating
the existence of multiple sources of hydrogen. The appearance
of SOD suggests the involvement of either Cα−D or Cβ−D,
although it contributes to a relatively small extent. A diﬀerent
D-labeled version of 1a, in which the proton and the histidine
hydrogen were replaced with deuterium via solution-phase
hydrogen−deuterium exchange (HDX) while the Cα and Cβ
methylene groups contained light hydrogens, was used to
further verify the contribution of hydrogen sources. The CID
spectrum of this ion ([1a′+D]+) is shown in Figure 1b. In this
case, loss of SOD becomes the dominant channel, suggesting
the involvement of exchangeable hydrogen. Meanwhile, the
Cα−H or Cβ−H involved SOH loss accounts for about 10%
relative to the SOD loss, comparable to the same channel
observed in Figure 1a (7% relative to the SOH loss). The small
diﬀerence may result from the kinetic isotope eﬀect due to

isotopic labeling.26 In order to narrow down the identity of the
exchangeable hydrogen, the charge carrier was changed from a
proton to a sodium ion. Notably, methylation on the amide
hydrogen and the C-terminal carboxylic acid was purposely
introduced to system 1a to avoid the formation of a salt bridge
in the system. When the sodium incorporated structure 1a was
subjected to CID (Figure 1c), only SOD loss was observed
without any SOH loss. This result clearly shows the
prerequisite role of the proton in the SOH loss pathway.
Combining these data, we concluded that at least two pathways
were responsible for the SOH loss, one involving Cα−H or
Cβ−H from the cysteine residue and the other involving the
charge carrier proton.
MS3 CID was conducted on the fragment ions due to SOH
and SOD losses in Figure 1a to obtain more evidence regarding
the fragmentation mechanisms. As shown in the MS3 CID of
m/z 241.1 (SOD loss, Figure 1d), the loss of CH3OH (m/z
209.1) and the subsequent loss of CO (m/z 181.1) are the
major fragmentation channels. The MS3 CID of m/z 242.1
(SOH loss, Figure 1e) shows a fragmentation pattern very
similar to that of SOD loss; however, the previously observed
fragment ions split into doublets, that is, peaks at m/z 209.1/
210.1 and 181.1/182.1, corresponding to losses of CH3OD/
CH3OH and (CH3OD+CO)/(CH3OH+CO), respectively.
Note that methanol loss from protonated peptide methyl
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ester is driven by a mobile proton. Thus, the doublets in
Figure 1e indicate that a fraction of deuterium on either Cα or
Cβ has been converted to a mobile deuterium after the protoninduced SOH loss. However, similar fragmentation patterns
observed from MS3 CID on the SOH and SOD losses suggest
that the two fragmentation pathways lead to the formation of
the same product ion structure.
Because of the experimental diﬃculty in diﬀerentiating the
involvement of Cα−H versus Cβ−H, we performed theoretical
•
calculations using protonated n-SO Cys-His as a model to derive
more information about the mechanism. Calculations were
performed at the CCSD(T)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory.
The results clearly showed that Cα−H should be involved
instead of Cβ−H because of its more favorable energetics
(structural details and reaction enthalpies are shown and
explained in SI Scheme 1). The mechanism is proposed in
Scheme 1a, where the sulﬁnyl radical oxygen abstracts the Cα−

fragmentation channel: (1) a proton is directly involved in
SOH loss; (2) the product ion consists of a dehydroalanine
motif at the original cysteine sulﬁnyl radical residue after SOH
loss; and (3) the Cα−H of the cysteine residue is converted
into a mobile proton in the product ion structure. A possible
SOH loss pathway that addresses all three of these aspects is
proposed in Scheme 1b. Two key steps are involved: (1)
proton transfer to the sulﬁnyl radical site and (2) proton
abstraction of Cα−H by the neighboring basic group together
with the leaving of SOH. In the lowest-energy structure of
dipeptide sulﬁnyl radical ions, the proton is typically solvated by
several basic functional groups, as shown in protonated 3b
(Scheme 1c), where the function group in X is a primary amine.
Upon activation, the proton can be potentially transferred to
the −SO• site. The optimized structure for protonation at the
sulﬁnyl radical is shown in Scheme 1d using compound 3b as
an example. Note that the amide oxygen is in close proximity
(2.16 Å) to share the charge on the sulfur, which helps to
stabilize the protonated sulﬁnyl radical. This geometry also
increases the acidity of Cα−H and makes SOH a strong leaving
group. In later text, we will refer to this structure as protonation
on the sulﬁnyl radical. It is in fact the most favorable structure
of the dipeptide sulﬁnyl radical ion in the absence of functional
groups with higher PA (i.e., compounds 4 and 7). Otherwise,
the proton is likely to be shared between sulﬁnyl and nearby
basic groups (groups with signiﬁcant PA) as the most stable
structure (similar to the structure shown in Scheme 1c). For
the latter case, breaking the proton bridge and transfering the
proton to the sulﬁnyl radical are needed as the ﬁrst steps for
SOH loss. Because the proposed mechanism of proton-induced
SOH loss (Scheme 1b) is closely related to the chemical
properties of the neighboring group, this hypothesis can be
tested by manipulating the PA or the structural orientation of
the neighboring group while monitoring the SOH loss channel.
It may be noted that, consistent with the above-proposed
mechanism, cation radicals of sulfenic acids also eliminate SOH
upon collisional activation.18
(a). Variation of the PA of Neighboring Functional
Groups. Using the calculated PA of cysteine sulﬁnyl (215.7
kcal mol−1) as a benchmark, we chose three categories of
functional groups of the neighboring group X with PAs either
lower, comparable, or higher than the PA of the sulﬁnyl radical.
The full list of these structures is detailed in Table 1. Upon
CID, the proton-induced SOH loss channel should lead to a 49
Da loss, which has a distinct mass from radical-initiated Cα−H
atom abstraction (50 Da loss).
When the functional group is −OH in X (i.e., X = 2aminoethanol, compound 4a), which has a lower PA (i.e., PA of
ethanol = 185.6 kcal mol−1)6 than the cysteine sulﬁnyl radical,
no proton-induced SOH loss occurs via CID (Figure 2a). The
major fragmentation channels include losses of 19 (HDO), 18
(H2O), and 50 Da (radical-initiated SOD loss). HDO loss
results from proton-induced water loss involving the sulﬁnyl
radical and the Cβ−H, as we previously reported for the
acetylated cysteine sulﬁnyl radical cation.15 Observing this
fragmentation channel clearly demonstrates that sulﬁnyl
radicals can be protonated in this system upon collisional
activation, thus satisfying the ﬁrst step in the hypothesized
mechanism (Scheme 1b). Indeed, geometric optimization
suggests that the lowest-energy structure of compound 4a is
the protonated sulﬁnyl radical, in which the amide oxygen is in
suﬃciently close proximity to the sulfur atom to share the
charge and stabilize the protonated motif (SI Scheme 2).

Scheme 1. Proposed Pathway for (a) Radical-Initiated SOH
Loss Involving the Cα−H, (b) Proton-Induced SOH Loss
Optimized Structures for Protonated 3b: (c) the LowestEnergy Structure Showing Proton Bridging between −SO•
and −NH2, and (d) Protonation at −SO• with the
Neighboring Amide Oxygen Sharing a Partial Chargea

a

The relative enthalpies are indicated below the structures. Level of
calculation: CCSD(T)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) + ΔZPE.

H of the cysteine residue through a ﬁve-membered ring
transition state, followed by a dissociation of SOH to form a
dehydroalanine motif. We consider that hydrogen atom
abstraction by the sulﬁnyl radical should be energetically
more favorable than a proton abstraction leading to a highenergy zwitterionic intermediate. Although there is no gasphase acidity measurement of the Cα−H, it has been shown
that the Cα−H is signiﬁcantly harder to deprotonate than N−H
in acetamide. The reaction enthalpy of the latter is 355.0 kcal
mol−1 in the gas phase.28 The calculated PA of the cysteine
sulﬁnyl radical is 215.7 kcal mol−1 (deﬁned as the enthalpy
diﬀerence between the protonated sulﬁnyl radical and the
neutral structure).15 Given this PA, it is unlikely for the sulﬁnyl
radical to directly abstract the Cα−H as a proton.
The proton-induced SOH loss channel is of particular
interest because it reﬂects the base property of the sulﬁnyl
radical and is therefore key to understanding the ionic
hydrogen bonding network involving the sulﬁnyl radical. The
experimental data (Figure 1) reveal three critical aspects of this
11831
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Figure 2. MS2 CID of the protonated compounds (a) 4a, (b) 3c, (c) 5, (d) 1b, (e) 1c, and (f) 2b.

consistent with the proposed mechanism, in which protonation
at the sulﬁnyl radical is a prerequisite for proton-induced SOH
loss. The data in Figure 2a−c clearly demonstrate that the PA
of the neighboring group is one of the major factors aﬀecting
the competition of radical- versus proton-induced SOH losses
upon CID of the sulﬁnyl radical ions. Moreover, the data show
that the proton-induced SOH loss, which reﬂects the base
property of the sulﬁnyl radical, is very sensitive to its local
environment.
(b). Steric Hindrance Eﬀect. Proton abstraction of the Cα−
H by a neighboring group is a key step in the hypothesized
mechanism for proton-induced SOH loss (Scheme 1b).
Changing the accessibility of Cα−H via introducing steric
hindrance into the system may allow our hypothesis to be
tested. Methylation at the π nitrogen of the imidazole ring has
been well established, both experimentally and theoretically, to
block interaction between the histidine side chain and the
backbone; however, no such eﬀect exists for methylation at the
τ-nitrogen.29,30 Therefore, τ-methyl histidine (compound 1b)
and π-methyl histidine (compound 1c) were each incorporated
into the sulﬁnyl radical system and subjected to collisional
activation, respectively. The 3D structures for compounds 1a−
1c are shown in SI Scheme 4. Interestingly, loss of SOD is the
dominant fragment peak from CID of protonated 1c, with no
detectable SOH loss (Figure 2e); in contrast, the loss of SOH is
still the dominant peak in the case of protonated 1b (Figure
2d). Moreover, the β-cleavage on the sulﬁnyl side chain,
another radical-induced pathway, is promoted by CID of
protonated 1c. Because no signiﬁcant diﬀerence exists in the
basicity between π- and τ-nitrogen atoms on the imidazole ring,
their abilities to participate in proton abstraction should be
similar. The data thus corroborate the proposed mechanism in
that a close interaction between the basic neighboring group
and the peptide backbone is required for proton-induced SOH
loss. Otherwise, the sulﬁnyl radical will exhibit dominant radical
properties. Such a steric hindrance eﬀect can also be observed
by changing the substitution position on the pyridine ring. In

Curiously, the proton-induced SOH loss is absent from the
CID spectrum. To increase the ﬂexibility of the hydroxyl group,
we also tested compound 4b, which has a longer alkyl chain
between the amide and the hydroxyl group, but still observed
no SOH loss. These data suggest that the hydroxyl group may
not be suﬃciently basic to abstract the Cα−H; thus, the protoninduced SOH loss was not observed.
The PA of the primary amine is slightly higher than the PA of
the sulﬁnyl radical, for example, PA of ethylamine = 218.0 kcal
mol−1.6 When a primary amine functional group is in the
vicinity of a sulﬁnyl radical, as in compounds 3a−3c, the
proton-induced SOH loss becomes a signiﬁcant fragmentation
channel. Notably, the degree of SOH loss increases as the
length of the alkyl chain in the primary amine increases (X =
−NH−(CH2)n−NH2, n = 2, 3, 4; compounds 3a−3c); the CID
spectrum of protonated 3c is shown in Figure 2b as an example.
These phenomena might reﬂect the promotion of SOH loss by
the increase in ﬂexibility of the neighboring group. As shown in
the proposed mechanism (Scheme 1b), easy access of the base
group to the Cα−H facilitates proton abstraction.
In the case of guanidine as a neighboring functional group,
such as in compound 5, the loss of SOD from radical
abstraction is preferred over the proton-induced SOH loss,
demonstrating that the radical property of the sulﬁnyl radical is
favored over its base property upon collisional activation
(Figure 2c). According to our geometry optimization of the
•

protonated dipeptide sulﬁnyl radical [SO Cys-Arg+H]+, the
proton is shared between the sulﬁnyl radical and the guanidine
group but is held much closer to the guanidine group (1.02
compared to 1.80 Å, the distance to sulﬁnyl oxygen; SI Scheme
3). Because the PA of guanidine (235.7 kcal mol−1)6 is much
higher than the PA of the sulﬁnyl radical, signiﬁcant activation
energy is required to mobilize the bridged proton and adopt a
structure in which the proton resides solely on the sulﬁnyl
radical. The higher-energy barrier may be responsible for the
suppressed SOH loss. This experimental phenomenon is
11832
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reduced capability of proton abstraction from Cα−H. Among
the functional groups shown in Figure 3, we believe that the PA
of the neighboring group is the major factor aﬀecting the
degree of proton-induced SOH loss, while the structural
diﬀerence does not play a signiﬁcant role. For instance, the
SOH% is reduced from 91 to 60% from compound 3b to
compound 6, with the latter one being the N-dimethylated
version of 3b. The structural diﬀerence between 3b and 6
should be relatively small. The 30% decrease in SOH% is
therefore largely contributed to by the increase of the PA from
the primary amine (218.0 kcal mol−1) to the tertiary amine
(229.5 kcal mol−1). For the dipeptide sulﬁnyl radical ions
incorporated with diﬀerent types of functional groups, they are
all ﬂexible enough to adopt the suitable conﬁguration for
proton-induced SOH loss upon collisional activation. It is
worth noting that structures with steric hindrance as discussed
earlier (π-methyl histidine, meta- and para-substituted pyridine)
are not included in Figure 3 due to the known dominant
structural eﬀect.
The data in Figure 3 demonstrate that the neighboring
environment can strongly inﬂuence the competition of radicalversus proton-induced SOH loss. On the other hand, the
fragmentation data can also be used as a probe to interrogate
the propensity of sulﬁnyl radical acting as a base or a radical
upon activation. A qualitative comparison can be made by
considering the fraction of proton-induced fragments versus
radical-induced fragments. Our mechanistic studies show that
SOD and CD2SO losses come from radical-induced channels,
while SOH and HDO result from fragmentation of structures
with protonation at the sulﬁnyl radical. When the sulﬁnyl
radical is surrounded by neutral amino acid residues such as Ala
and Ser, which are analogous to X containing functional groups
of −CH3 and −OH, the sulﬁnyl radical is more likely to render
the base reactivity. This can be inferred from Figure 2a (−OH
function group), where proton-induced fragmentation (HDO
loss) accounts for 70% of all channels involving −SO• (HDO
and SOD losses) and radical-induced SOD loss is the only
observed hydrosulﬁnyl loss channel. In compound 7 (−CH3
functional group, spectrum shown in SI Table 2), the protoninduced channels take up an even higher portion (94%) due to
the low PA of the methyl group. In cases of basic amino acid
residues, the situation is more complicated because the basic
residues can better compete with the sulﬁnyl radical for the
proton. Besides, the proton can be shared between the sulﬁnyl
radical and the basic residue via ionic hydrogen bond. For
imidazole (His) and primary amine (Lys) as the neighboring
group, the base property of the −SO• is still dominant upon
activation, accounting for 88 and 92% of all fragmentation
channels. In the presence of strong base, that is, guanidine in
Arg, SOH loss is the only proton-induced fragmentation
channel, and it accounts for 13% of all fragments involving
−SO•, while the proportion of radical-initiated SOD loss is
87%. As a result, the radical property of −SO• becomes
dominant.
Implications for Larger Peptide Systems. The tetrapep-

the case of meta- or para-substituted pyridine, SOH loss is
absent (i.e., protonated 2b in Figure 2f), whereas it is the most
dominant channel in the case of ortho-substituted pyridine (SI
Table 2). However, the radical-initiated SOH loss only involves
the cysteine side chain and thus is not blocked by the steric
hindrance eﬀect.
The above results all demonstrate that protonation at the
sulﬁnyl radical and abstraction of Cα−H by a neighboring basic
group are both important for proton-induced SOH loss. A
detailed mechanistic picture of this fragmentation process was
further obtained from theoretical calculations using protonated
3b (X = −NH−(CH2)3−NH2) as a model system (SI Scheme
5). The radical ion has a lowest-energy structure with ionic
hydrogen bonding between the primary amine and the sulﬁnyl
radical (Scheme 1c). Upon activation, the proton is transferred
to the sulﬁnyl site (Scheme 1d). Protonation of the sulﬁnyl
group gives rise to a pseudocanonical structure with its entire
charge and most of its spin (∼70%) localized on the sulfur
atom. This change signiﬁcantly alters the properties of the
radical species, and the close interaction between amide oxygen
and sulfur contributes to the increased acidity of Cα−H. As a
consequence, this structure facilitates the subsequent abstraction of Cα−H by a nearby basic group (a primary amine in this
case), which converts Cα−H to a proton, followed by E2
elimination of SOH. This process leads to a dehydroalanine
structure, which shares the same structure as the product of the
radical-involved SOH loss shown in Scheme 1a.
Tuning the Radical and Base Property of the Sulﬁnyl
Radical. Additional functional groups were tested, and the
degree of proton-induced SOH loss (SOH %), which is deﬁned
as the fraction of SOH loss from the sum of SOH and SOD
losses, is organized in Figure 3 as a function of the PAs of the

Figure 3. Percentage of SOH loss (SOH %) from MS2 CID of d4•

n-SO Cys−X as a function of the PA of the functional group in X. The
speciﬁc compound used in the plot is indicated on the top axis, and the
detailed structure is listed in Table 1

neighboring groups. The corresponding MS2 CID data are
provided in SI Table 2. As is evident in Figure 3, a narrow range
of PAs of the functional group favors the proton-induced SOH
loss, that is, 218−240 kcal mol−1 (region highlighted in red in
Figure 3). The lower limit of the PA is based on the PA of the
primary amine, which is slightly higher than the calculated PA
of the cysteine sulﬁnyl radical (215.7 kcal mol−1). The upper
boundary is estimated by extrapolation from guanidine’s PA
(235.7 kcal mol−1), which is the most basic group tested in this
study. In this region, the SOH loss decreases as the PA of the
neighboring group increases, most likely due to the increase in
energy cost to break the ionic hydrogen bonding and transfer
the proton to the sulﬁnyl radical. When the PA of the
functional group is signiﬁcantly lower than the PA of the
sulﬁnyl radical (i.e., alkyl chain, hydroxyl, and carboxylic acid),
no proton-induced SOH loss is observed because of the

•

•

•

tide system GGSO CK, G SO CGK, and SO CGGK, where the
sulﬁnyl radical was systematically moved away from a basic
residue, was also examined to test the behavior of sulﬁnyl
radicals within a larger peptide environment (Figure 4). In all
three cases, the main fragmentation channel is loss of CH2SO.
This is consistent with the stabilization of the pertinent
fragment ions, which are peptide Cα radicals.23,31 In addition, a
11833
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to the sulﬁnyl radical as a key step. The second channel is a
consequence of the base property of the sulﬁnyl radical.
Moreover, tuning of the competition between the two pathways
can be achieved by changing the PA of the neighboring groups.
This work demonstrates for the ﬁrst time that the dual radical
and base properties of sulﬁnyl radicals can coexist in peptide
systems, and it also signiﬁes the importance of the local
chemical environment on radical behavior. It is worth noting
that the gas-phase unimolecular dissociation chemistry
investigated in this study is not expected to be observed for
protein radicals under biological conditions due to the diﬀerent
chemical environments. Nevertheless, the gas-phase study
provides direct evidence of the intrinsic chemical property of
peptide sulﬁnyl radical. This dual property might be common
among various heteroatom-centered radicals, and it should be
included for consideration when investigating their chemical
and biological roles.
•

■

•
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Figure 4. MS2 ion trap CID of (a) [GGSO CK+H]+, (b) [GSO CGK
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+H]+, and (c) [SO CGGK+H]+. The contribution from protoninduced SOD loss and Cα−H involved SOH loss is diﬀerentiated by
solution-phase HDX, and the zoomed-in spectra are shown in the
corresponding inset.

■

clear trend of decreasing SOH loss was observed when the
sulﬁnyl radical was moved away from the lysine residue. The
•
absence of SOH loss in [SO CGGK+H]+ (Figure 4c) is likely
due to the more favorable CH2SO loss from captodative
stabilization of its product by the N-terminal amine.23 Solutionphase HDX was performed so that the contribution from
proton-induced SOH loss could be distinguished (SI Figure 1).
Notably, this pathway would appear as SOD loss because the
charge carrier proton was exchanged to deuterium. The protoninduced channel (SOD loss) decreased signiﬁcantly in
•
•
[GSO CGK+D]+ compared to [GGSO CK+D]+ when one
glycine was inserted between sulﬁnyl cysteine and lysine,
whereas the contribution from radical-initiated SOH loss stayed
small. The ratio of the proton- versus radical-induced SOH
•
losses in GGSO CK (13:1) was reasonably close to the ratio
observed in protonated 3c (11:1), where a primary amine was
the neighboring base group. As has been explained in the
“mobile proton” model for the fragmentation of protonated
peptide ions, a proton can be readily mobilized from a lysine
side chain and transferred to other less basic protonation sites
such as amide nitrogen to induce fragmentation upon
collisional activation.32 The PA of sulﬁnyl radical (215.7 kcal
mol−1) is comparable to that of N-methylacetamide (212.4 kcal
mol−1),6 which is an analogue to the amide bond in peptide
systems. Thus, we believe that proton transfer to the sulﬁnyl
radical should be feasible upon collisional activation in the
tetrapeptide system investigated herein. The decrease in
proton-induced SOH is likely due to increased diﬃculty for
the lysine side chain to access the Cα−H of the cysteine sulﬁnyl
radical when it is not in the neighboring position.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview of the Thesis
In the recent decade, peptide radical ions have emerged as popular precursors in
mass spectrometry (MS).1 They possess properties drastically different than that of their
even-electron counterparts, but have been significantly under-explored. In biosystems,
amino acid radicals can serve as the active intermediate in several enzyme systems.2-4
Fundamental knowledge on radical chemistry is critical to understand the principle of
enzymatic catalysis, such as radical generation, transfer, and reactivity, which is,
however, still lacking. The gas phase environment in MS serves as a suitable platform to
investigate the intrinsic chemistry of the radical species, which is difficult to achieve in
the condensed phase. On the other hand, the existence of an unpaired electron adds on a
new dimension in fragmentation chemistry, which usually complements structure
information obtained from their even-electron counterparts.1 In conventional collisioninduced dissociation (CID), the main dissociation pathways for closed-shell peptide ions
are elimination of small molecules (water, ammonia) and proton-directed cleavages of
amide bonds.5 The latter are the key to peptide sequencing by MS. The importance of
utilizing radical ion chemistry in protein analysis has been increasingly recognized since
the development of electron capture/transfer dissociation (ECD/ETD).6, 7 Unique N-Cα
bond cleavages of the as-formed hydrogen rich radical ions offer advantages of being less
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sequence dependent and capable of locating fragile post-translational modifications.6, 8
Application of these techniques has made a significant impact on protein characterization
by providing complementary information to CID of even-electron ions.9,

10

The

dissociation chemistry of hydrogen deficient radical ions is different from hydrogen rich
ones.1 Several groups (Chu, O’Hair, Siu, Julian, Laskin, Reily, Ryzhov etc.) have been
devoted to the development of methods to generate various peptide radical species (see
section 1.2.1 for details) and have made significant contributions to the understanding of
their gas-phase ion chemistry.11-18 The chemical properties of radical species can vary to
a large extent depending on the radical identities incorporated to the peptide, and they can
have distinct radical dissociation pathways. Studies have shown that some radical
directed dissociation can lead to potentially useful applications in protein analysis via
site-specific fragmentation,19 differentiation of isomeric amino acid residues (Leu vs.
Ile,20 L- or D- enantiomers21) and structural isomers22.
In this dissertation, we further expand the scope of radical ion chemistry by
generating and investigating novel types of peptide radical ions, with emphasis on the
peptide sulfinyl radical (Scheme 1.1). Cysteine sulfinyl radicals have been detected in the
inactivation of enzymes utilizing thiyl radical as the catalytic center,23,

24

and it is

suggested to be involved in the regulation for the reactivity of the enzyme.23 However,
the intrinsic radical properties of these peptide radical species have not been well
understood due to limited methods in generation and characterization. Our goal is to
establish an effective method for radical formation and to use mass spectrometric
approaches to shed light on the radical ion chemistry.
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dipeptide systems, the sulfinyl radical exhibited its base property by either being directly
protonated or forming proton bridging with other groups. And its duality to function as a
radical or base could be differentiated upon CID, which was determined by the chemistry
of neighboring side chains such as proton affinity and geometry orientation. In Chapter 4,
we demonstrated an application of peptide sulfinyl radicals in probing the stability of
bioorganic radicals. It was shown that the stability of the glycyl type radicals (X-•CH-Y)
can be molecularly tuned by varying the electronic effect of X and Y substituents, and
can be experimentally probed by the degree of sulfine (CH2SO) loss from sulfinyl radical
via tandem mass spectrometry. Theoretical calculations supported that the Cα-Cβ bond
homolysis energy was dominantly effected by the stability of the glycyl radical product
through the captodative effect, rather than that of the parent sulfinyl radical. Peptide thiyl
radical and perthiyl radical were also identified from the radical reaction (Chapter 3).
Ion/molecule reactions were employed to investigate the reactivities of the sulfur-based
radicals, and their reactivities were found to follow in decreasing order of thiyl, perthiyl,
and sulfinyl. This helped to understand the fate of protein radical intermediates resulted
from oxidative stress.
Direct characterization of peptides with multiple disulfide bonds by mass
spectrometry is highly desirable. In Chapter 6, we applied our knowledge on radical
chemistry, especially thiyl radicals, to characterize peptide disulfide regio-isomers
containing two intrachain disulfide bonds with ETD. ETD provides rich sequence
information (c/z ions) even for the backbone region under the coverage of two disulfide
bonds. This behavior presents an analytical advantage over low energy CID of the
protonated intact peptide ions, which produce very limited sequence (b/y) ions. The high
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reactivity of thiyl radicals towards disulfide bonds was responsible for the radical cascade
observed in electron transfer dissociation of peptides with multiple disulfide bonds.

1.2 Current Mass Spectrometric Approaches to Study Peptide Radical Ions

1.2.1 Generation of Peptide Radical Ions in the Gas Phase
Many techniques have been developed to generate peptide radical species in the
gas phase recently. They can be divided into two categories: hydrogen-rich (addition of
hydrogen) and hydrogen-deficient (abstraction of hydrogen).1 Electrospray ionization
(ESI) is a soft ionization technique that allows detection of intact biomolecules such as
peptides and proteins without decomposition.27 Multiple protonated or deprotonated ions
([M + nH]n+/ [M - nH]n-) can be formed. Most of the techniques described below are
based on ESI as the ion generation method, but have additional steps incorporated to
transform the type of ions.
Electron capture dissociation (ECD) is a major breakthrough in generating peptide
radical cations. A low-energy electron (< 0.2eV) is captured by ions of interest to produce
charge-reduced species [M + nH](n-1)+•.6, 9 It can be viewed as adding a hydrogen atom to
an even-electron species, and is therefore hydrogen rich radical cations. Alternative
methods to transfer the electron have also been developed. Electron transfer dissociation
(ETD)7 utilizes radical anions and electron capture-induced decomposition (ECID)28 uses
neutral atom or molecule. These techniques are collectively known as electron activated
dissociation (ExD).

6
ECD: [M + nH]n+ + e-  [M + nH](n-1)+•

(2)

ETD: [M + nH]n+ + A-•  [M + nH](n-1)+• + A

(3)

ECID: [M+ nH]n+ + N  [M + nH] (n-1)+• + N+•

(4)

CID is one of the most common methods employed to activate ions in tandem
MS. Siu and coworkers discovered that peptide molecular cations could be generated via
CID of ternary transition metal-ligand-peptide complexes [CuII(dien)M]2+• in 2000.29 This
opened up the opportunity to use peptide radical ions as an alternative precursor for
dissociation as compared to the even-electron counterpart. The generation of radical ions
depends on the gas-phase redox chemistry between the transition metal and peptide,
especially aromatic residue like Trp and Tyr.30 Hydrogen-deficient peptide radical ions
are generated via oxidation by losing one electron. The discovery has inspired extensive
studies on peptide radical chemistry in many groups, including investigation into radical
directed dissociation, which will be discussed in detail in the next section. The location of
the generated radical is not well defined in this method and can be affected by
coordination chemistry from the metal ion and ligand.31 For example, the radical is
located at the carboxylate group when [CuII(terpy)(Arg)]2+ is dissociated, while guanidine
radical cation is generated in case of [FeIII(salen)(Arg)]+.31

But site-specific glycyl

radical can be formed via side chain loss in tandem MS,22 which offers a way to study
peptide radicals with well-defined radical location.
Homolytic cleavage of labile chemical bond is another widely used approach for
radical generation. This method can generate hydrogen deficient radical ions with known
initial location. By incorporating a labile bond at specific location, one can achieve a
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radical at a desired position upon CID of the ion species via preferential bond cleavage.
The capability to form site-specific radicals is essential to study radical migration.
Different radical initiators have been developed by many groups, such as nitrosylation,32,
33

serine/homoserine nitrate esters,34 TEMPO,35 peroxycarbamates,36 and Vazo 68.37

Besides CID, Julian et al utilized photodissociation of trapped ions to cleave photolabile
bonds like C-I bond in iodinated tyrosine and induced a radical on the tyrosine side
chain.19 The above methods are summarized in Scheme 1.2.
Our group has pioneered in utilizing atmospheric pressure ion-radical reactions to
form biomolecule radical species.38-41 Free radicals are generated with low temperature
plasma or UV initiated reaction, and used as a source for radical species. Reactive
radicals like hydroxyl radical are allowed to interact with ions of interest that contain
functional groups labile to radical attack, such as disulfide bond. Sulfur-centered radicals
such as sulfinyl radical are generated upon cleavage of disulfide bond. This technique
will be discussed in section 1.4.
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than amide bond and the modifications are usually lost prior to peptide backbone
fragmentation in traditional CID, which makes the location of PTMs difficult. In ExD,
the labile bonds are not cleaved first and PTMs are retained on the peptide ion backbone
fragments, therefore location information can be acquired. Another interesting feature in
dissociation of radical ions is radical cascade, which can lead to cleavage of more than
one bond and allow enhanced sequence coverage in cyclic structures such as intrachain
disulfide linked peptide.42,

43

However, careful attention should be paid to possible

disulfide bond scrambling, which makes it difficult to assign the disulfide linkage
pattern.43
Hydrogen rich radical ions fragment differently than hydrogen deficient radical
ions. Generated from ExD methods, dissociation of hydrogen rich radical cations gives
rise to c and z• ions as backbone fragments.6, 9 Hydrogen rich radical ions can be quickly
converted to hydrogen deficient radical ions via loss of one degree of saturation.44 Side
chain losses and a/z backbone fragments are characteristics of radical directed
dissociation in hydrogen deficient radical species.1, 14, 45 Isomeric amino acid residues
such as Leu and Ile can be distinguished using dissociation with radical approach.20 In
general, three pathways are available depending on different location of radical (Scheme
1.3).
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Scheme 1.3 Radical
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hand, radical directed dissociations can be promoted by introducing Arg to sequester the
proton or using a metal ion as charge carrier.34, 45, 48
Radical migration is an important process that can happen before dissociation of
radical ions. Upon generation, the radical can abstract a neighboring hydrogen and be
transferred to other places on the ion. It allows side chain losses and backbone fragments
to occur at sites distant from the initial location of radical. Extensive studies have been
made to understand the factors affecting radical migration and its significance14, 22, 44, 48-51
In order to study radical migration in detail, it is critical to have a well-defined initial
radical location. The third pathway in Scheme 1.3 can be utilized to generate an α-carbon
radical at a specific location based on the side chain loss from the corresponding amino
acid residue. This is significant in cases where the initial location of radical is unknown,
such as the radical cation formed from CID of ternary peptide complex. For example,
[(•G)GG]+ can be achieved via side chain loss as p-quinomethane (106 Da)

from

[(•Y)GG]+, which is generated from CID of [CuII(4Cl-tpy)(YGG)]2+•.22 In general, there
are two types of radical migration: one involving a change in radical identity (radical
conversion); the other involving the change of radical location but does not change the
identity of the radical.
In radical conversion, the radical is usually transferred to a more stable site, and
the stability of the radical species plays a key role in determining the migration direction.
As mentioned above, the driving force for hydrogen atom transfer is the heat of
formation. Once a reactive radical species is generated (i.e. carbon-center radical), it can
easily grab a hydrogen from the peptide backbone and convert it into a more stable
species such as α-carbon radical. However, the reverse process is less likely to happen.
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Glycyl radical and thiyl radical have different reactivity towards allyl iodide in
ion/molecule reactions.34, 52 Time resolved ion/molecule reactions showed that the radical
migration from sulfur to α-carbon of glycine occurred much faster in [GC(S•)]+ than
[C(S•)G]+.51 Theoretical calculation suggested that [(•G)C]+ was 53.5 kJ mol-1 lower in
energy than [GC(S•)]+; while [C(•G)]+ was 10.3 kJ mol-1 higher in energy than
[C(S•)G]+.51 Infrared spectroscopy was also employed to verify the radical location.51
Fragment peaks in CID such as side chain loss can also serve as good indicators of
radical position prior to dissociation.49, 53 In CID of thiyl radical [GGC(S•)]+ generated
from homolysis of S-NO, a mixture of b2 and b2-H ions was observed, indicating radical
migration to the left two glycines.49 Side chain losses of CH2S and SH corresponding to
Cys also appeared in the spectrum.49 However, a single peak for b2-H ion with no Cys
side chain loss showed up in CID of its glycyl radical isomer [(•G)GC]+.49 The absence of
Cys related side chain suggested little radical migration to Cys. Sun et al took advantage
of radical abstraction from highly reactive radical species to generate peptide radical
ions.53 Noncovalent complexes were formed with photolabile radical precursor and
peptide. Upon UV photodissociation, a reactive naphthyl radical was created, which
could readily abstract hydrogen from the peptide and generate a hydrogen deficient
radical ions.
In absence of significant changes in radical stability, the competition against
proton induced pathways determines the possibility of radical migration. Chu et al
generated three triglycine radical cation isomers with radical located at different α-carbon
of glycine, [(•G)GG]+, [G(•G)G]+ and [GG(•G)]+.22 The spectra for the three isomers from
tandem MS were substantially different from each other, suggesting distinct structures
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and minor degree of radical interconversion.22 Computational studies also indicated that
radical isomerization had relative high energy barriers (≥ 44.7 kcal mol-1)22 as compared
to tautomerism of protonated triglycine (< 17 kcal mol-1)54 and proton induced backbone
fragmentation. On the other hand, CID of [(•G)GR-OMe] + and [G(•G)R-OMe]+ are quite
similar.48 Zhao et al explained this by theoretical calculation and pointed out that Arg
could reduce the charge density on the peptide backbone, which helped to lower the
energy barrier for HAT in isomerization between the two.48 When sodium cation was
used as the charge carrier, almost identical CID spectra were acquired for three isomers
based on dipeptide analogues with radicals located at two α-carbons and one analyl βcarbon, respectively.34 This suggests radical rearrangements can occur predominantly in
sodiated peptide radical cations.

1.2.3 Radical Reactivity
MS serves as a powerful technique to study the intrinsic chemistry of radical
species, owing to its capability to isolate and trap a particular radical ion. Gas phase
ion/molecule reactions have been used extensively in MS to characterize the structure and
study the reactivity of radical ions. Generally in ion-molecule reaction, neutral molecules
are introduced into the cell where radical ions are trapped. They are allowed to react for
various times and the reaction product can be monitored by MS. Kenttamaa et al have
pioneered in using ion/molecule reactions to study the reactivity of small organic radical
ions 50.55 It is suggested that distonic ions can be considered as surrogate of radicals when
the charge site is not reactive. Radical-type reactions such as atom abstraction
(hydrogen/halogen), addition to allyl group, disulfide bond attack and oxygen addition
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have been observed.50, 52, 55-57 Moore et al monitored radical migration in peptides via
interaction with dioxygen. Wee and coworkers generated three regiospecific radical
isomers via dissociation of nitrate esters in peptide analogs, and they showed different
reactivity in ion-molecule reactions.34,

56

The authors indicated that the reactivity of

radicals was related to their stability. Notably, α-carbon radicals did not react with allyl
iodide or dimethyl disulfide, while β-carbon alanyl radicals readily reacted.
Biomolecules such as small peptides, and nucleic acids have also been successfully
introduced in to the gas phase as neutral species via laser-induced acoustic desorption,
which enables study of radical attack from aromatic radical cations.58

1.3 Sulfinyl Radical
Cysteine sulfinyl radicals have been detected as a stable product in reaction
between thiyl radical and oxygen.59 Aqueous solution of thiols including cysteine and
glutathione were saturated with oxygen, quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen at 77 K and
subjected to γ-irradiation.59 Upon annealing, decay of EPR signal for thiyl radical
resulted in a direct and proportional increase of spectrum assigned to sulfinyl radical.
Isotopic labeled oxygen
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O2 was employed to verify the formation of sulfinyl radical

rather than thiol peroxyl radical (RSOO•).59 More interestingly, the formation of sulfinyl
radical has also been detected in enzyme utilizing thiyl radical as catalytic center upon
exposure to oxygen.23, 24, 60 It is suggested to be involved in regulating the glycyl/thiyl
radical equilibrium and reactivity of the radical enzyme.24 Sulfinyl radical is not only an
important intermediate in biological systems, small molecule sulfinyl radicals such as
hydrosulfinyl radical (HSO or SOH) and methylsulfinyl (CH3SO•) also play important
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roles in atmospheric chemistry.61 They are intermediates in oxidation of sulfur-containing
compounds and can be generated via photodissociation of sulfoxide.62 The scavenging of
sulfinyl radicals with O2, O3 and NO2 has been an active field in atmospheric chemistry
to understand their main degradation pathways.61 Many techniques have been applied to
characterize properties of the small sulfinyl radicals, such as EPR,59 photoionization,63
mass spectrometry,64 and FT-IR.65 But there are very limited fundamental studies on
sulfinyl radical in the peptide framework due to the difficulty in producing peptide
sulfinyl radicals.
Beside its significance, sulfinyl radical (-SO•) itself is a very interesting molecule
to study. First of all, it is a quite stable radical species owing to the delocalization of the
spin. ESR parameters of the aromatic derivatives showed an extensive spin delocalization
to the aromatic ring, confirming the π nature of sulfinyl radical.66 Computational studies
indicate that the singly occupied molecular orbital is a π* orbital largely localized on the
sulfur and oxygen atoms. It has poor hydrogen abstracting capability. The BDE in
CH3SO-H is 68.2 kcal mol-1,67 while the average BDE of αC-H in amino acid is 83.6 kcal
mol-1.68 Thus radical migration from sulfinyl radical to other locations along the peptide
backbone is less likely. And it is possible to monitor the radical chemistry directly from
the sulfinyl group. Another interesting aspect of sulfinyl radical is the significant proton
affinity (215.7 kcal mol-1). The radical and base duality in sulfinyl radical makes it an
intriguing chemical species and offers an attractive platform to study radical chemistry.
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1.4 Radical Reactions to Generate Peptide Radical Ions
Different radical species can have distinct behavior upon dissociation in the gas
phase, which can reflect the intrinsic chemistry of the radical such as its stability and
reactivity. Studying a diverse variety of radical species allows a more comprehensive
understanding towards radical chemistry. Thus it is important to develop a method to
generate new radical species and study their radical chemistry. Our group has developed
a method to generate peptide sulfinyl ions in the gas phase,39,

40

which offers a new

platform to study radical chemistry in the peptide framework.
In this dissertation, we introduce radical reactions as a new method to generate
peptide radical ions. Ions of interest that contains functional groups vulnerable to radical
attack are allowed to interact with free radicals in the gas phase at atmospheric pressure
before sampling into MS. Nanoelectrospray ionization (nanoESI) is employed to
introduce ions, and free radicals can be formed in the after-glow region of atmospheric
pressure helium low-temperature helium plasma (LTP). The plasma is generated as a
result of dielectric-barrier discharge, which has the advantage of low power consumption,
simple configuration, and capability to generate high flux of radicals at atmospheric
pressure.69 In presence of trace water in air, molecular species (OH, N2+, NO, NO2) as
well as atomic species (metastable He, H, O) have been detected.69 Experimental setup is
shown in Scheme 1.4, where a glass T-tube is utilized as the reaction vessel. To induce
the plasma, alternating current (AC) is applied to two copper strips attached to the side
arm of the T-tube where helium gas is flowing. A rubber stopper is placed at the back of
the tube to help position the spray tip, which is kept at a distance of 8-10 mm from the
inlet of MS to ensure adequate interaction between ions and free radicals.
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Scheme 1.4 Schematic
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disulfidde bond, leadding to form
mation of sulfinyl
raadical and a free thiol grroup (Schem
me 1.5).38
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Scheme 1.5 Reaction
R
betw
ween hydrox
xyl radical annd a peptidee ion containning an intracchain
disulfide bond
d followed by
b CID.

1.5 Conclusiions
Peptid
de radical io
ons have arisen as popuular precursoors for MS studies, not only
du
ue to the biological
b
significance, but also bbecause of the potentiaal applicatioon in
sttructural anaalysis. Studiees on variou
us identities oof radical sppecies can grreatly expannd the
sccope of radiccal ion chem
mistry. The development
d
t of ion/radiccal reactionss in the gas pphase
to
o generate sulfur-based radicals opeens up the oopportunity to systematically investtigate
th
heir intrinsicc properties, which is difficult to acchieve in thee condensed phase due tto the
trransient natu
ure of radiccal species. The fundam
mental chem
mistry studiees toward raadical
reeactivity and
d unimolecu
ular dissociaation allow for better uunderstandinng of the raadical
behavior, whiich can be potentially usseful in strucctural characcterization of peptide/prootein.
Sulfinyl radiccal is an atttractive radical species owning to iits unique sstability andd dual
prroperties ass radical an
nd base. In this disserttation, we w
will use maass spectrom
metric
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approaches to understand properties of sulfinyl radical and show how sulfinyl radical can
contribute to a more comprehensive understanding towards radical chemistry.
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CHAPTER 2: GAS-PHASE PEPTIDE SULFINYL RADICAL IONS: FORMATION
AND UNIMOLECULAR DISSOCIATION

(Adapted from publication in Journal of the American Society for Mass Spectrometry)

2.1 Introduction
Protein radicals, although typically existing as transient species, carry out
important roles in biological systems.1 Several classes of enzymes utilize radicals as
active-sites to control their catalytic functions.2-5 In addition, protein radicals are often
produced as intermediates during oxidative damage of proteins induced by reactive
oxygen species.6-9 Investigating the chemical properties of protein radicals is highly
desirable in order to understand the associated biological events. Mass spectrometry (MS)
has been utilized to analyze the stable reaction products of biomolecules after exposure to
radical attack in solution.10-12 The distonic ion approach pioneered by Kenttämaa and coworkers allows exploration of radical attack to biomolecules via gas-phase ion/molecule
reactions.13 In those studies, distonic ions (ions with separated charge and radical site)
were used as surrogates of radicals to react with neutral amino acids or dipeptides, and
several classes of reaction channels were identified.14,

15

Another MS approach is to

directly form and study peptide/protein radical ions in gas-phase. Although electron
ionization (EI) has been widely used to produce radical cations of small organic
compounds,16 it is difficult to be applied to biomolecules, which have low vapor pressure
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and easily decompose upon heating. Developing versatile approaches of generating gasphase biomolecule radical ions remains an active research area. Electron transfer or
electron capture processes give rise to hydrogen rich radical cations, in which the peptide
contains more hydrogens than the corresponding even electron species.17-20 Dissociation
of the hydrogen rich radical cations often gives rise to c, z• ions, and side-chain losses,
through which they can convert quickly to hydrogen deficient radical ions.19-21 Hydrogen
deficient cations can be generated by a variety of methods: laser ablation followed by UV
photoionization;22,

23

collision-induced dissociation (CID) of metal-ligand-peptide

complexes;24-26 CID of peptide derivatives with labile bonds such as S-nitrosylation,27, 28
serine/homoserine nitrate esters,29 peroxycarbamates,30 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1oxy (TEMPO),31, 32 and 4,4'-azobis(4-cyanopentanoic acid) (Vazo 68);33 UV photolysis
of iodinated tyrosine containing peptides34 or noncovalent complexes with photolabile
precursor35; electron-induced dissociation of multiply charged ions.36,

37

Hydrogen

deficient radical anions can be formed by electron detachment38 or photodetachment39
from multiply deprotonated molecules, CID of peptide-metal complexes,40,

41

and

photodissociation of iodinated peptide. 42
By introducing a radical site to a peptide ion, the gas-phase ion chemistry can be
drastically altered from the even-electron counterpart. Several groups have utilized both
experimental approaches (i.e., ion/molecule reactions14, 15, 27 and ion spectroscopy43-45)
and theoretical calculations21, 46-49 to investigate the structures of amino acid or small
peptide radical ions. Radical ion chemistry, such as intramolecular radical migration27, 50
and competition between charge- and radical-directed dissociation upon collisional
activation49-51 have also been explored with different chemical systems. The capability of
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controlling the radical site upon its formation is highly desirable in studying the
fundamental aspects as mentioned above.
Small organic sulfinyl radicals, such as HSO• and CH3SO•, are important
products for oxidation of pollutants like H2S and CH3SH, as well as photolysis of
sulfoxide, and thus play an important role in the atmospheric sulfur cycles.52-54 Sulfinyl
radicals have also been discovered in protein system via electron spin resonance
spectroscopy.55, 56 When the glycyl-radical enzyme was exposed to molecular oxygen, it
would result in the inactivation of the enzyme.55 It was suggested that the sulfinyl radical
species might participate in adjusting the glycyl/thiyl radical equilibrium and reactivity of
radical enzyme.55, 57 Due to the transient nature of radical species in solution, very little
has been explored on the chemical property of protein or peptide sulfinyl radicals. In
previous studies, we observed that disulfide bonds within peptides could be cleaved when
the peptide nanoelectrospray plume was allowed to interact with the after-glow of a
helium plasma in air, resulting in the formation of sulfinyl radical (-SO•) and sulfhydryl
(-SH) at the cleavage site.58, 59 Atmospheric pressure (AP) reactions induced by reactive
radicals were suggested to be responsible for the oxidative cleavage of the disulfide bond.
The radical induced reactions allowed the formation of a series of peptide radical ions
(noted as [M+nH+OH]n•+) containing sulfinyl radical when using intra-chain disulfide
linked peptides. However, the location of the radical site was ambiguous given that the
sulfinyl radical could be formed at either cysteine residue. Herein, AP reactions between
oxidative radicals and peptides containing single inter-chain disulfide bonds or free
cysteine redisudes were developed to form peptide sulfinyl radical cations or anions with
known radical location. With this capability, the gas-phase unimolecular dissociation of
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more than 20 peptide sulfinyl radical ions was investigated via CID. In this chapter, we
intended to shed light on how peptide sequence, charge states, and charge polarity would
affect the fragmentation behavior of peptide sulfinyl radical ions, and gain insight into the
competition between charge- and radical-directed dissociation in peptide radical ions.

2.2 Experimental

2.2.1 Materials
Peptides RGGALC, RGCALG, RVCIHPF were synthesized by SynBioSci
(Livermore, CA). All the other peptide samples were purchased from AnaSpec (San Jose,
CA) and Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and used without further purification. Peptides
with single inter-chain disulfide bonds were either produced from enzymatic digestion of
peptides with an intra-chain disulfide bond or from oxidation of single cysteine
containing peptide to form the disulfide linked dimmer. Peptides used in this study are
listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. Peptides 1-7 in Table 1 were formed from trypsin digestion,
with an enzyme/substrate ratio of 1:50 incubated at 37oC in 50 mM ammonium
bicarbonate buffer for 2 hours. Peptide 8 was formed from pepsin digestion of peptide
CTTHWGFTLC (1-10 disulfide bond). The pepsin digestion was performed in 5%
formic acid with an enzyme/substrate ratio of 1:50 at 37oC for 4 hours. Peptide 9 was
formed from oxidation of peptide CGAILR (10 µM in 50/50 MeOH/H2O, 1mL) with
adding 10 μL of 1% hydrogen peroxide, allowing reaction for 5 hours. Peptide 11 was
generated by reduction of disulfide bond in peptide CD 154 (CLPTRHMAC, 1-9
disulfide bond), followed by trypsin digestion. Reduction of disulfide bond was achieved
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by mixing 10 μL peptide solution (1 mg/mL in water) with 10 times molar excess of 1
mg/mL dithiothreitol solution (DTT, Sigma-Aldrich) and reacting for 2 hours. Working
solutions for nanoESI were typically prepared to a final concentration of 10 µM of a
peptide in 50/49/1 MeOH/H2O/HOAc (v/v/v).The above is a second order subheading.

Table 2.1 List of inter-chain disulfide peptides for the formation of peptide sulfinyl
radical ions. Each chain within the peptide was denoted with “A” or “B”.
Label

Sequence

1

CLPTR
A
B HMAC

6

A CYAPPLKPAK
B SC

2

A CGNKR
B GC
_

7

AGCK
A
B TFTSC

3

CSR
A
B NLIDC

8

CTTHWGF
A
B TLC

4

A CNGR
B C-NH2

9

A CGAILR
B CGAILR

5

A CIELLQAR
B C

10

A γECG
B γECG

_

Sequence
_

Label

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Table 2.2 List of peptides containing free cysteine residues for the formation of peptide
sulfinyl radical ions.
Label

Sequence

Label

Sequence

11

CLPTR

15

RGGALC

12

CAR

16

RGCALG

13

RGDC

17

RVCIHPF

14

GCGK

18

CFTHDSGY
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2.2.2 Mass Spectrometry and AP Ion/Radical Reactions
Most experiments were performed on a 4000 QTRAP mass spectrometer (Applied
Biosystems, Toronto, Canada), having a hybrid triple quadrupole/linear ion trap
configuration. Two types of collisional activation methods were available with this
instrument, beam-type CID and ion trap CID. For beam-type CID, parent ions were
isolated by Q1 quadrupole and accelerated to Q2 for collisional activation. In ion trap
CID, activation was conducted in the Q3 linear ion trap with a dipolar excitation. In this
study, tandem mass spectrometric experiments were facilitated by ion trap CID unless
specified. Mass analysis was performed in Q3 in linear ion trap mode. Typical parameters
of the mass spectrometry used were set as follows: spray voltage, 1400-1800V; curtain
gas, 10 psi; declustering potential, 20 V; scan rate, 1000 Da/s. Data shown here were
typical an average of more than 50 scans. In order to conduct AP ion/radical reactions,
the nanoESI plume of peptide sample was allowed to interact with the after-glow region
of an atmospheric pressure (AP) helium low temperature plasma (LTP) enabled in the
side arm of a T-shaped glass tube placed in front of the entrance of mass spectrometer.58
The schematics of the instrument and reaction setup are shown in Scheme 2.1 of the
supporting information. Accurate mass measurements were performed on an LTQOrbitrap (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA) with a mass resolution of 30,000
with an internal mass calibration.
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Scheme 2.1 Setup
S
for co
onducting atm
mospheric ppressure (AP
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nd peptide ions.
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The reaction
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p mass specttrometer for analysis.

2.2
2.3 Nomencclature
‘M’ was
w used to describe an
n even electrron peptide species in its original state,
with
w no addittion or subtraaction of pro
otons. ‘A’ aand ‘B’ weree used to dennote the diffferent
ch
hains for in
nter-chain diisulfide pepttides based on homolyttic cleavagee of the disuulfide
bond (withou
ut any extra atom
a
attacheed to the sullfur after cleeavage). Supperscripts, SHH and
SO
O•

to the lefft of “A” or “B” chain symbols
s
indiicated the foormation of sulfhydryl ((-SH)

an
nd sulfinyl radical
r
(–SO•) at the cystteinyl sulfurr, respectivelly. In cases where sequeences
of the peptid
des were wriitten out,
raadical within the peptide ions.
su
uperscript,

SO•
S

SO•

C was usedd to emphassize the exisstence of sulfinyl

For
F fragmennts derived from peptidde sulfinyl ions,

again was
w used to suggest thee retention of sulfinyl radical forr that

frragment ion,, e.g. SO•bn+ or
o

SO•

yn +.
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2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Radical Attack of Inter-Chain Disulfide Bond
Studies have shown that molecular species (OH, N2, N2+, NO, and NO2) as well as
atomic species (metastable He, H, and O) are abundant in an AP helium LTP.60, 61 For
peptides having intra-chain disulfide bonds, one major product after the nanoESI plume
interacting with LTP were ions corresponding to the addition of O and H to the intact
peptide ([M + nH + OH]n•+).58 Note that since many oxidative radicals or species coexist in the helium LTP, the exact reaction mechanism for this phenomenon was unclear.
One possible route of forming these products could come from the dissociative addition
of hydroxyl radical from LTP to the disulfide bond, resulting in sulfinyl radical (-SO•)
and sulfhydryl (-SH) at the cleavage site. However, the location of the radical site from
the above system was ambiguous given that the sulfinyl radical could be formed at either
cysteine residue. In this study, peptides with inter-chain disulfide bond were employed
such that the two peptide chains were separated after radical reactions and peptide
sulfinyl radical ions could be mass distinguished (Scheme 2.2).
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Scheme 2.2 Formation
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negative since the reactions are induced by radicals. The data shown in Figure 2.1
suggested that the atmospheric ion/radical reaction approach allowed the flexibility of
forming radical ions independent of ion charge polarity.

[M+2H]2+

Rel. Int. (%)

CLPTR A: 587.3 Da

524.5

(a)

_

100
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HMAC

[SHA+H]+

50

[SHB+H]+
461.3 [SO•B+H]+
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0
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Figure 2.1 NanoESI mass spectra of Peptide 1 when helium LTP source was also
operating: (a) positive ionization mode and (b) negative ionization mode. The molecular
weights of neutral chain A and B due to homolytic cleavage of the disulfide bond are
shown in the inset of panel (a).

The yield of peptide sulfinyl radical ions could be manipulated from changing the
flow rates of helium in LTP. The data in Figure 2.2 compare the effect of helium gas
flow rates on the formation of sulfinyl radical ions from the A chain of peptide 1. Clearly,
higher intensity of sulfinyl radical ions were formed with a higher helium flow rate,
presumably due to higher number densities of radicals produced from more intense
plasma.60 However, consecutive oxidation of peptide side chain or reactions of the
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su
ulfinyl radiccal ions beccame more competitive and the ovverall yield or purity oof the
su
ulfinyl radiccal ions could be adverseely affected as shown inn Figure 2.2cc.59 Therefoore, it
was
w preferred
d to keep a moderate
m
yield with usinng moderate helium flow
w rate so thatt both
in
ntensity and
d purity of sulfinyl rad
dical could be guarantteed.

Usinng the optim
mized

co
onditions, th
he relative intensity of sulfinyl radiical ions waas about 30%
% relative tto the
reemaining parrent peptide ions.

Figure 2.2 Ex
xpanded view for chain A region dderived from
m nanoESI off Peptide 1 w
when
th
he helium LT
TP source was
w operated
d with increaased helium flow rates: aa) 60 mL/miin; b)
90 mL/min; c)
c 110 mL/m
min.

2.3.2
2 Radical Attack of Freee Cysteine Residue
An altternative waay of formin
ng peptide suulfinyl radiccal ions is too directly oxxidize
ngle cysteinee residue froom helium L
LTP to form
m sulfinyl raadical
peptides conttaining a sin
sp
pecies. The reaction speectrum of peeptide 11 (seequence: CL
LPTR), equivvelent to chaain A
of peptide 1 is
i used as an
n example (F
Figure 2.3). The reactionns were optim
mized to givve the
best formatio
on of sulfiny
yl radical at m/z 604.3 inn considerattion of both the intensityy and
pu
urity of the sulfinyl rad
dical ion. The exact meechanism off forming the sulfinyl raadical
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frrom free thio
ol was not cllear. Based on the radiccal reactions of organic tthiols, it couuld be
a chain-reactiion, in whicch thiyl radiccal was form
med first duee to hydrogeen abstractioon by
ydroyl radiccal and then
n quickly ox
xidized to suulfinyl radical.53 Moleccular oxygenn and
hy
NO
N 2 were reeported to be
b involved
d in the oxxidation proccess of thiyyl radicals.6 The
ad
dvantage of using free cysteine
c
conttaining peptiides for the formation of peptide sulfinyl
raadical ions was
w that no additional
a
prrocedure waas needed to form an inteer-chain disuulfide
peptide. How
wever, undessirable side reacitons
r
givving rise to ions isobarric to the sulfinyl
ons, were typ
pically moree competitivee than situattions using innter-chain ddisulfide peptides.
io
For instance, the m/z 604
4.3 ions in Figure
F
2.3 coontains a siggnificant fraaction of thhe

13

C

issotope from
m m/z 603.3 ions, which
h is significcantly less w
when the innter-chain liinked
petpide is useed (inset of Figure
F
2.3). Under this kkind of situaation, yield w
was comprom
mised
o ensure the formation of
o relatively pure sulfinyyl ions. In thhis study, peetpide contaaining
to
both single in
nter-chain diisulfide bond
ds and free ccysteines were employeed to generatte the
peptide sulfin
nyl radical io
ons.

Figure 2.3 NaanoESI mass spectrum of
o peptide 1 1(CLPTR) w
when the heelium LTP soource
was
w also operrating. The inset shows the zoomedd view of sullfinyl ion region from F
Figure
1(a), where peptide 1 wass used to gen
nerate the saame sulfinyl radical ions.
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2.3.3 Unimolecular Dissociation of Peptide Sulfinyl Radical Cations
Collisional activation was applied to a series of peptide sulfinyl radical ions to
gain insight into their gas-phase unimolecular dissociation chemistry. Given the coexistence of radical and charge, the competition of charge- vs. radical-directed
fragmentation pathways is of special interest. The ion trap CID spectra of four singly
protonated peptide sulfinyl radical ions were selected to represent the general
fragmentation behavior (Figure 2.4). In the first three cases, each peptide contained one
basic amino acid residue, Arg, Lys, and His, respectively. Loss of 62 Da was the most
favorable channel. Accurate mass measurement of this loss (61.9822 Da) corresponded to
an elemental composition of CH2SO (calculated exact mass: 61.9826 Da). This
phenomenon was observed before from MS3 CID of [M+nH+OH]n•+ ions derived from
intra-chain disulfide peptides.58 The 62 Da loss was proposed to be radical driven,
resulting from a homolytic cleavage between the - and -carbons on the sulfinyl radical
side chain as shown in Scheme 2.3. Note that this loss gives rise to glycyl radical at the
original location of cysteine, which is an important radical species in enzyme chemistry.2
Other channels such as loss of 17, 18, 49 Da, corresponding to NH3, H2O, and HSO were
also observed. A small degree of side chain losses followed the 62 Da loss was present
as well. The possible pathways for side chain loss ions have been extensively studied for
hydrogen deficient radical peptide ions and therefore are not discussed in detail herein.26,
35, 62

The sulfinyl peptide radical ions were also subjected to beam-type CID and very

similar fragmentation patterns to that of ion trap CID were observed (data not shown).
However, the slightly different activation conditions, i.e. higher activation energies and
shorter activation time for beam-type CID as compared to ion trap CID, did bring
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differences in
n the spectraa. For exam
mple, higher intensities oof 49 Da losss and sequeential
frragmentation
n were obserrved in beam
m-type CID iin many casees.

Scheme 2.3 Proposed
P
patthway for th
he loss of 62 Da from CIID of peptidde sulfinyl raadical
ons.
io
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The fragmentation pathway for peptides not containing any basic amino acid
residues was quite different from the peptide sulfinyl racdical cations cotaining a basic
amino acid residue. The MS2 ion trap CID data of [TL(SO•C) + H]

+

is shown as an

example in Figure 2.4d. The 62 Da loss turns out to be very minor, while charge directed
peptide backbone fragmentation (forming b2 and a2 ions) are more abundant in the
spectrum. It is unclear at this point if the activation barrier for the radical-directed 62 Da
loss is affected by charge or not. However, the amide bond cleavages are facilitated by
protons as being clearly depicted by the “mobile proton” theory.63, 64 Basic amino acid
residues (R, K, and H), which sequester protons in various degrees, are known to elevate
activation energies for peptide amide bond cleavages.63 It is understandable, therefore,
that the amide bond cleavages are less competitive to the radical-directed loss in peptide
sulfinyl radical ions having basic amino acid residues (R, K, and H). This trend was
consistently observed for over 20 singly protonated peptide sulfinyl radical ions.

2.3.4 Charge State Effect
The method of utilizing AP radical reactions also allowed facile formation of
peptide sulfinyl radical ions with different charge states given that the multiple charge
states could be observed for the intact peptide ions. This capability enhanced further
investigation of the effect of ion charged states on radical- vs. charge-directed
fragmentation. The data in Figure 2.5 shows an example of CID of singly versus doubly
protonated peptide sulfinyl radical ions having a sequence of (SO•C)GAILR. The extent of
parent ion dissociation was kept at similar degree for comparison. Clearly, the
fragmentation patterns were drastically different for 1+ and 2+ charge states. For the
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singly charged species (Figure 2.5a), radical-directed 62 Da loss was the most abundant
fragment leading to the formation of glycyl radical ions. Sequential side-chain losses
from the thus formed glycyl radical ions, such as losses of 43 Da and 56 Da from leucine
65

, were observed as minor fragmentation channels. In the CID of doubly protonated ions

(Figure 2.5b), the loss of 62 Da was largely suppressed, while abundant b and y ions were
observed. The distinct fragmentation behavior suggested that charge state (number of
mobile protons) did affect the competition for radical vs. charge directed fragmentation
pathways.

Similar to the argument made for basic amino acid residue effect, the

availability of mobile protons in higher charge states effectively lowered the activation
barrier for amide bond cleavages and resulted in forming abundant b and y ions. The
observation of yn (n = 1-5), SO•b3+ and SO•b4+ (superscript “SO•” indicates the retention of
sulfinyl radical on the fragments) in Figure 5b demonstrated that the sulfinyl radical was
retained on the original cysteine side-chain within the backbone fragments. The
activation energy for peptide amide bond cleavage was reported to be within 25 to 40
kcal/mol range.66 Therefore, it could be inferred that the activation energy of the radical
directed 62 Da loss was comparable range to that of amide bond cleavage. Small sulfinyl
radical ion systems have also been under investigation to provide a clearer picture on
sulfinyl radical ion structures and energetics.
More examples of charge state effect were summarized in Table 2.3. A consistent
trend of suppressed 62 Da loss and increased backbone fragmentation was observed for
higher charge states where mobile protons were available.

Hess et al. studied the

fragmentation of singly, doubly, and triply charged hydrogen deficient peptide radical
cations formed via infrared multiphoton dissociation (IRMPD) and electron induced
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dissociation (EID). They indicated that backbone fragmentations were highly dependent
on the charge states 37.
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Figure 2.5 MS2 ion trap CID of a) singly protonated (m/z 647.4) and b) doubly protonated
(m/z 324.2) peptide sulfinyl radical cations having a sequence of (SO•C)GAILR.
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ne fragments, such
s
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Peeptide backbon
(b
black) on pepttide sequencess, respectively.. Asterisks too the left of tthose signs staand for a sequuential
CH2SO loss from
m the correspo
onding backbon
ne fragment ioons. Sequentiaal side-chain loosses followed 62 Da
(C
CH2SO) loss arre rarely observ
ved for these io
ons, and thus aare not includedd in the table.

2.3.5 Charge
C
Polarrity Effect
The charge
c
polarrity was fou
und to play an importaant role in tthe unimoleecular
n of sulfinyll radical ionss. A compaarison of colllisional activation of peeptide
frragmentation
su
ulfinyl radiccal cations an
nd anions sh
haring the saame sequencce (CSR) is shown in F
Figure
2.6. For the singly proto
onated species (Figure 2.6a), loss of 62 Da w
was dominaant as
xpected. Ho
owever, the spectrum
s
ch
hanged dram
matically by oonly switchiing from positive
ex
mode
m
to negative mode. The sulfiny
yl radical annion gave vvery little looss of 62 Da but
ab
bundant losss of 49 Da. Accurate measurement
m
t confirmed that it was the loss of H
HSO.
One
O possible pathway acccounting fo
or the loss oof HSO migght be due too a C-S cleaavage
acccompanied by an -carrbon hydrog
gen abstractiion leading tto the formaation of dehyydroallanine at th
he initial cy
ysteine sitee.

The diffferent behaavior of thee protonatedd vs.
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deprotonated peptide radical ions might be explained by the stability of product ions
formed in different charge polarities. The loss of 62 Da leads to the formation of a glycyl
radical. It has been suggested that peptide glycyl radical anion is less stable compared to
glycyl radical cation due to the lack of stabilization from the captodative effect.27, 67 On
the other hand, the formation of dehydroalanine from 49 Da loss gave rise to a stable
even-electron structure for anions. The main fragmentation channels for another five
sulfinyl radical anions are summarized in Table 2.4. The suppressed loss of 62 Da was
consistently observed. In some cases loss of 93 Da was also observed. MS3 CID of the
49 Da loss showed a dominant 44 Da loss (Figure 2.7), suggesting that the 93 Da loss
was mainly due to sequential fragmentation.
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Figure 2.6 MS2 ion trap CID of a) singly protonated (m/z 380.2) and b) singly
deprotonated (m/z 378.2) peptide sulfinyl radical ions with a same sequence of (SO•C)SR.
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2.4 Conclusions
Radical attack to either an inter-chain disulfide bond or a free cysteine thiol group
within a peptide was enabled inside an AP reactor in front of the inlet of a mass
spectrometer. The AP radical reactions allowed a facile means of forming a new type of
site-specific peptide radical ion species – sulfinyl radical ions, in both positive and
negative ion modes and in various ion charge states. Low energy collisional activation of
peptide sulfinyl radical cations revealed that proton mobility strongly affected the
competition of radical-directed side chain losses against charge-directed backbone
fragmentation.

For systems with reduced proton mobility (singly protonated ions

containing basic amino acid residues), radical initiated 62 Da loss (CH2SO) dominated,
likely due to the elevated activation barrier for proton facilitated backbone fragmentation.
However, for systems with mobile protons, b and y ions from charge directed backbone
fragmentation were prevalent. Loss of 62 Da led to the formation of glycyl radical at the
initial cysteine residue, which offered another convenient method to generate hydrogen
deficient peptide radical species with known initial radical site location. Charge polarity
was also found to play an important role in the dissociation behavior of peptide sulfinyl
radical ions. In negative ion mode, a major loss of 49 Da (HSO) instead of 62 Da was
observed, which might be due to the stability issue of final product. Future studies will
focus on reactivity of sulfinyl radicals toward species containing unsaturated functional
groups, disulfide bond, and sulfhydryl group, which are known to be vulnerable under
radical attack.
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CHAPTER 3: GAS-PHASE PEPTIDE REACTIVITY OF PEPTIDE THIYL (RS•),
PERTHIYL (RSS•), AND SULFINYL (RSO•) RADICAL IONS FORMED FROM
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE ION/RADICAL REACTIONS

(Adapted from publication in Journal of the American Society for Mass Spectrometry)

3.1 Introduction
Sulfur widely exists in living systems as they fulfill important biological functions
in small molecules, proteins, and enzymes. Sulfur-related radicals (thiyl, thiyl peroxide,
sulfinyl, perthiyl etc.) have attracted much attention due to their unique activity in
biological system1, 2 and possible involvement in oxidative stress.3, 4 Thiols (RSH) are
readily to be oxidized, and can serve as radioprotector against free radical induced
damage via hydrogen transfer and form thiyl radicals.5 Thiyl radical is also considered to
be involved in the active site of pyruvate formate lyase (PFL), an anaerobic enzyme
found in Escherichia coli and other systems.1 Upon exposure to oxygen, PFL sulfinyl
radicals was detected from electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), leading to the
inactivation of the enzyme.6 Other EPR studies on small cysteine containing systems
have also suggested that under aerobic conditions, thiyl radical may add oxygen and form
a series of sulfoxyl radicals such as sulfinyl, thiyl peroxide, and sulfonyl in frozen
aqueous solution;7 while in absence of oxygen, perthiyl radical was observed, possibly
via addition to adjacent thiol groups.8 Perthiyl radicals have also been observed in pulse
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radiolysis or laser flash photolysis of small organic di-, tri, tetra-sulfide,9 and perthiol10 in
solution as well as UV irradiation of proteins and cysteine in frozen solution.11,

12

Thermolysis of tert-butyl tetrasulfide (250 °C, 10-3 Torr) could give a good yield of tertbutyl perthiyl radicals, monitored by mass spectrometry.13

Studies have shown that

perthiyl radical is less reactive (ca. 10-fold) toward hydrogen abstraction than thiyl
radical.10 Given that the S-H bond dissociation energy in perthiol is about 20 kcal/mol
lower compared to thiol,14 there have been interests in exploring the potential of perthiol
as antioxidants.10, 15
Gas-phase ion/molecule reactions allow direct investigation of radical reactivity
as well as their structures. Kenttämaa and co-workers have pioneered studies on distonic
ions (ions with different locations for charge and radical) through ion/molecule
reactions.16-18 Distonic ions were used as surrogates of radicals and allowed to react with
small organic molecules17-23 or biomolecules like dipeptides16 in gas phase. These studies
have enabled understanding to the reactivity of different radical species toward important
functional groups including disulfide, thiol, and carbon-carbon double bond, as well as
shedding light on possible radical-induced damage to peptides.16-25 O’Hair and coworkers
employed ion/molecule reactions to differentiate radical sites in regioselectively
generated radical isomers, and pointed out that the reactivity of radicals was related to
their stability.20, 21 Ryzhov et al. suggested conversion from thiyl radical to glycyl radical
via monitoring kinetics from ion/molecule reactions of thiyl radical ions.24 Julian and
Blanksby also reported facile radical migration in peptide radical ions from ion/molecule
reactions.25
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Formation of peptide thiyl radicals has been demonstrated by homolysis of labile
S-NO bond upon CID of S-nitrosylated precursors,19, 22, 23, 26, 27 UV photolysis of disulfide
bonds,28,

29

and electron capture/transfer/detachment dissociation (ECD/ETD/EDD) of

disulfide linked peptide ions.30-33 Thiyl radicals have been shown to be very reactive
toward many neutrals such as allyl iodide and dimethyl disulfide.19,

22

Intramolecular

hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) may also happen with low energy barrier25, 34, 35 and the
conversion between thiyl radical and α-carbon (glycyl) radical has been observed,23, 24, 35,
36

especially in bigger peptide systems where adjacent α-carbon hydrogen is available.24,

36

The different reactivity between thiyl radical and α-carbon radical has been used to

monitor the degree of radical migration.24 Peptide perthiyl radical ions have been
observed in ECD, ETD and EDD30,

33, 37

as well as free radical initiated peptide

sequencing (FRIPS)38 of peptides containing disulfide bonds. Gas-phase thiyl radical ions
have been extensively studied by Ryzhov’s and O’Hair’s groups.19, 22-24, 26 To date, very
little is known on the chemical property of peptide sulfinyl and perthiyl radicals,
especially in gas phase.
In previous chapter, we reported the cleavage of S-S bond when disulfide linked
peptide ions were allowed to interact with the after-glow of helium low temperature
plasma (LTP), resulting in the formation of sulfinyl (-SO•) and sulfhydryl (-SH) at the
cleavage site.39-41 AP ion/radical reactions induced by reactive species (e.g. hydroxyl
radical) from LTP were suggested to be responsible for the formation of these products.
In this chapter, we further demonstrate that peptide thiyl and perthiyl radical, besides
sulfinyl radical can be formed from AP ion/radical reactions. The reactivity of the three
sulfur-based radical species toward a variety of neutrals was tested and compared via
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ion/molecule reactions. From the gas-phase ion chemistry study of these sulfur-based
radical species, especially perthiyl and sulfinyl radical, we hope to provide insights to
their roles in biological systems subjected to sulfur-related oxidative stress.

3.2 Experimental

3.2.1 Materials
Disulfide

linked

peptides

CLPTRHMAC

(disulfide

bond:

1-9),

AGCKNFFWKTFTSC (disulfide bond: 3-14), and CSRNLIDC (disulfide bond: 1-8)
were purchased from Anaspec (San Jose, CA). These peptides were subjected to trypsin
digestion with an enzyme/substrate ratio of 1:50 and incubated in 50 mM ammonium
bicarbonate buffer at 37oC for 2 hours. Tryptic digestion of these peptides converted the
intra-chain to inter-chain disulfide bond configuration, giving rise to Peptides 1-3 as
listed in Table 3.1, respectively.

Peptide 4 was formed upon oxidation of peptide

CGAILR (CPC Scientific, Sunnyvale, CA) and reduced glutathione γECG (SigmaAldrich, St. Louis, MO).

To perform oxidation, 10 μL of 1% hydrogen peroxide was

added to 1 mL of the mixture of two peptides (0.5 mM each) in 50/50 MeOH/H2O
solution and stirred at room temperature for 5 hours. S-nitrosoglutathione was purchased
from Sigma (St. Louis, MO).

Working solutions for positive mode nanoESI were

typically prepared to a final concentration of 10 µM of a peptide in 50/49/1
MeOH/H2O/HOAc (v/v/v).
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Table 3.1 List of inter-chain disulfide peptides used in the study. Each chain within the
peptide was denoted with “A” or “B”
Label

Sequence
A

A

HMAC

_

B NLIDC

A
2

AGCK

B
A
4

TFTSC

CGAILR
_

CSR

Sequence

_

B

3

CLPTR
_

1

Label

B

γECG

3.2.2 Mass Spectrometry and AP Ion/Radical Reactions
See section 2.2.2 in Chapter 2.

3.2.3 Ion/Molecule Reactions
Ion/molecule reactions were carried out on the 4000 QTRAP modified for the
delivery reagent gas directly into the collision cell (q2).42 Volatile neutrals were
controlled by a leak valve (Series 203, Granville-Phillips, CO), mixed with collision gas
(N2), and leaked into the instrument through the CID gas-line. The pressure in Q3 was
kept around 3 × 10-5 Torr and the pressure in q2 was estimated to be 5 × 10-3 Torr.
Ion/molecule reactions were performed in either q2 or Q3. For reactions in q2, either
transmission mode or trapping mode reactions was used.

For transmission mode

ion/molecule reactions, enhanced product ion (EPI) scan method was used, in which the
ion/molecule reaction time was defined by the residence time of ions in q2 (~1 ms) and
the kinetic energy of ions was set to the lowest allowed value (5 V). In the trapping
mode ion/molecule reactions, the scan method was modified based on the time delayed
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sulfur, respectively. In cases where sequences of the peptides were written out, they were
written on the superscript to the left of Cys (i.e.

SS•

C) to emphasize the existence of the

radical within the peptide ions. The nomenclature used for peptide backbone fragments
followed what was proposed by Roepstorff and Fohlman45 and “*” indicates ammonia
loss from the corresponding b or y ions.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Peptide Perthiyl Radical Ions
It has been shown in our previous studies that one major pathway after the interchain disulfide peptide ions interacting with helium LTP was the cleavage of S-S bond
and formation of sulfinyl (-SO•) and sulfhydryl (-SH) at the cleavage site 40, 41. Plasma is
partially ionized gas composed of ions, electrons, ultraviolet (UV) photons, along with
reactive neutral species (radicals and excited molecules or atoms).46, 47 One hypothesis
for the reaction was dissociative addition of hydroxyl radical from plasma to a disulfide
bond.39, 40 Since the formation and unimolecular dissociation of peptide sulfinyl radical
ions have been describe previously,41 discussions herein are focused on thiyl and perthiyl
radical ions. Figure 3.1a shows the zoomed view of A-chain (sequence: CLPTR) region
from nanoESI of Peptide 1 after AP ion/radical reactions. Besides the formation of
sulfhydryl (-SH, m/z 589.3) and sulfinyl (-SO•, m/z 604.2) of A-chain as major products,
peaks at m/z 588.3 and 620.2 with mass differences of -1 Da and +31 Da to the sulfhydryl
species were also present, albeit at lower abundances. These two types of reaction
products were commonly observed for other peptide samples. For instance, ions at m/z
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377.4 and 409.4 are clearly shown in Figure 3.1b from Peptide 2, chain A region
(sequence: AGCK).

(a) SH

CLPTR

_

589.3

SO• HMAC

S•

604.2

588.3

585

SS•

620.2

605

AGCK

(b) SH
S•

SO•

393.4

_

378.4

625

TFTSC SS•

409.4

377.4

375

395

415

m/z

Figure 3.1 Zoomed regions for positive mode nanoESI mass spectra of (a) Peptide 1
chain A and (b) Peptide 2 chain A after AP ion/radical reactions.

Accurate mass measurements on an LTQ-Orbitrap were carried out to identify
these products. The peak at m/z 620.2 in Figure 3.1a was measured to as 620.2770 using
the theoretical mass of sulfhydryl ions (m/z 589.3132) as lock loss (Figure 3.2). This
peak showed a mass difference of 31.9716 Da compared to the thiyl radial species
(theoretical mass: 588.3054), corresponding to the mass of one sulfur atom (theoretical
mass: 31.9721 Da). Based on the accurate mass measurement data, it was clear that m/z
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620.2 ions contained two sulfur atoms and had open-shell structure.

However, no

information on the location of the radical could be inferred.

Lock mass
589.3132

604.3005

CLPTR

_

SOH
[CLPTR+H]+ SO• 605.3076

HMAC
SS•

SOOH

621.3076
620.2770

S•

588.3043

585

605

625

m/z

Figure 3.2 Accurate mass measurement of nanoESI mass spectra for Peptide 1, A-chain
after AP ion/radical reactcions.

Collisional activation was applied to a series of peptide radical ions containing
two sulfur atoms to understand their gas-phase structures. Data in Figure 3.3 show the
general ion trap CID behavior of this type of ions. A dominant loss of 65 Da was
observed in both cases. Accurate mass measurement showed a loss of 64.9517 Da,
corresponding to HS2 (64.9520 Da). The loss of HS2 has been observed in CID of ions
resulted from ETD of intra-chain disulfide peptide ions, and suggested to be a signature
of perthiyl radicals.30 A possible pathway for HS2 loss from perthiyl radical is shown in
Scheme 3.2. This fragmentation channel is radical-driven.

That is, the α-carbon

hydrogen at cysteinyl residue is abstracted by the perthiyl radical, which then induces the
loss of SSH and formation of dehydroalanine. The bond dissociation energy (BDE) of
αC-H in cysteine and S-H in alkane perthiol is 82.4 kcal/mol48 and 70 kcal/mol14,
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respectively. Although the overall hydrogen transfer may be endothermic, the energy
requirement could be satisfied in CID processes. For peptide ion systems with limited
proton mobility, such as singly protonated species with one basic amino acid residue (R,
K, or H) shown in Figure 3.3, 65 Da loss was typically observed as the single dominant
pathway. This signature loss was later used to characterize the purity of perthiyl radical
species.

O
HN

C

H

H2C
S

C

S

CID

O
HN

C

C

+

SSH

CH2

Scheme 3.2 Proposed pathway for the loss of SSH (65 Da) from CID of peptide perthiyl
radical ions
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(a)

555.4
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100

[(SS•C)LPTR+H]+
620.3

50

-65
0
400

500

600

(b)
Rel. Int. (%)

100

- SSH

[AG(SS•C)K+H]+

344.2

409.2

-65

50

*y2+
0
150

199.1

350

250

450

m/z

Figure 3.3 Ion trap CID of peptide perthiyl radical ions: (a) [(SS•C)LPTR+H]+ (AF2=25);
(b) [AG(SS•C)K+H]+ (AF2=30) formed from AP ion/radical reactions of Peptides 1 and 2,
respectively. *y2+ in panel (b) is a sequential fragment after 65 Da loss.

Given that sequential oxidation on thiyl or sulfinyl radical species produces ions
(with net addition of two oxygen atoms to a thiyl) isobaric to the perthiyl radical (with
one sulfur atom addition to a thiyl), it is important to be aware of the purity of perthiyl
radical and be able to monitor it. The data in Figure 3.4 compare ion trap CID of ions at
m/z 492.2 derived from AP ion/radical reactions of Peptide 1 under two different
conditions of helium LTP: a) lower flow rate and b) higher flow rate of helium.
Changing the flow rate of helium led to different degree of AP ion/radical reactions,
presumably due to changes in the flux of oxidative species formed from the plasma.46
The peak at m/z 492.2 has a mass shift of + 32 Da compared to a peptide thiyl having a
sequence of HMAC. This peak can be either a product having two oxygen addition or
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one sulfur addition. Based on the CID data shown in Figure 3.4, one can tell that ions at
m/z 492.2 contain at least two structures even without resorting to high resolution mass
analysis. Under the optimized condition for the formation of perthiyl radical (Figure
3.4a), loss of 65 Da (m/z 427.2) is the most abundant fragment in the spectrum, indicating
the presence of perthiyl radical ions. Beside this major peak, loss of 62 Da (m/z 430.2) is
also observed with intensity of about half for the 65 Da loss. The 62 Da loss (CH2SO)
has been identified as a signature loss from sulfinyl radical ions 40, 41. A possible route of
forming ions at m/z 492.2 and containing sulfinyl radical functionality is sequential
oxidation of the sulfinyl radical ion (m/z 476.2) on peptide side-chains (e.g. Met). As
shown in Figure 3.4b, the composition of perthiyl radical within the peak at m/z 492.2
decreases under a higher helium flow rate. This is exemplified by the fact that the 65 Da
loss peak only accounts ~ 30% peak intensity of the 62 Da loss. In addition, severe
sequential oxidation can be seen in the MS1 AP ion/radical reactions spectrum (inset of
Figure 3.4b). Therefore, cautions should be given to the purity of perthiyl radicals when
the peptide sequence containing amino acid residues prone to side-chain oxidation, such
as methionine and amino acids with aromatic side chains.49
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CLPTR

_

SH

(a)

HMAC

461.2

SO•

492.2

476.2

427.2
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100
455

50

475

b3+-H2O
322.2 b +
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340.2
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y3+

409.2

400

SO•
492.2
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Rel. Int. (%)

462.2

384.2

476.2

500

450

-CH2SO
430.2

492.2
455

50

474.2

-H2O 430.2

350

(b) SH

-H2O 492.2

495

-CH2SO

355.1

0
300

-SSH

475

b3+-H2O
+
322.2 b3
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0
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427.2
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398.1
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443.2 462.2
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Figure 3.4 Ion trap CID of m/z 492.2 formed from AP ion/radical reactions of Peptide 1 at
different helium flow rates for helium LTP: (a) 75 mL/min (AF2=40) and (b) 100
mL/min (AF2=40). The MS1 AP ion/radical reactions spectrum was shown in the inset,
respectively.

Without the mechanisms being fully understood, one possible way of forming
perthiyl radical (-SS•) from disulfide linked peptide is direct C-S bond cleavage upon
radical attack to a disulfide peptide. Alternative reaction pathways might also play roles.
One involves first forming a hydrogen deficient peptide radical ions (upon radical attack),
followed by H atom transfer to form α-carbon radical at the cysteinyl residue, and finally
radical directed β-cleavage of C-S bond, yielding perthiyl radical and dehydroalanine at
the cleavage site. This pathway has been postulated in ECD/ETD and FRIPS of disulfide
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linked peptide ions to explain the formation of perthiyl radical.30,

37, 38

Clearly, AP

ion/radical reactions allowed a facial means to form peptide perthiyl radical in gas phase.

3.3.2 Peptide Thiyl Radical Ions
High mass resolving power of the LTQ-Orbitrap confirmed that the peak at the
nominal m/z 588 in Figure 3.1a (m/z 588.3043) corresponded to one less hydrogen from
the sulfhydryl peptide counterpart, while no information on the radical location could be
obtained. Osburn et al. employed ion/molecule reactions to characterize radical location
and monitor the degree of radical migration from sulfur to α-carbon in amino acid and
small peptide thiyl radial systems.23, 24 Based on their methods, ion/molecule reactions
were carried out herein to verify the formation of thiyl radical. The reactions between
[γE(S•C)G+H]+ (m/z 307.1) generated from AP ion/radical reactions and dimethyl
disulfide (Figure 3.5a) showed abundant addition of 47 Da (m/z 354.1) to the parent ion,
similar as reported by Osburn and coworkers.19

CID was performed on the SCH3

addition peak (m/z 354.1). As shown in Figure 3.5c, the observation of + 47 Da mass
shift for b2 and y2 ions but no mass change for b1 ions, clearly points out that the addition
takes place at the cysteine residue. α-Carbon radical has been shown not reactive toward
allyl iodide or dimethyl disulfide,20, 24 while thiyl radical attacks S-S bond in dimethyl
disulfide. Therefore, the observation of SCH3 abstraction proved the existence of thiyl
radicals. For comparison, the same thiyl radical ions ([γE(S•C)G+H]+) were generated via
homolysis of S-NO bond in S-nitrosylated peptide.26 S-nitrosoglutathione ions were
subjected to in-source CID followed by ion/molecule reactions and comparable degree of
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reaction (Figure 3.5b) was observed to that formed from AP ion/radical reactions under
similar ion/molecule reaction conditions (Figure 3.5a).

(a)
Rel. Int. (%)

100

[γE(S•C)G+H]+

50

(b)
100

Rel. Int. (%)

354.1

307.1

289.0

0
250

350

300

400

450

400

450

+CH3S

[γE(S•C)G+H]+ 354.1
307.1

50
289.0
0
250

350

300

y2+ [γE (SSCH3C) G+H]+

(c)

225.0

100

Rel. Int. (%)

+CH3S

354.1

50

b 1+

130.0141.0

0
100

*y2+

b 2+

208.0

200

279.0

m/z

300

400

Figure 3.5 Transmission mode ion/molecule reactions between dimethyl disulfide and
thiyl radical cation [γE(S•C)G+H]+ (m/z 307.1) generated from: (a) AP ion/radical
reactions of Peptide 3 and (b) in-source CID of S-nitrosoglutathione (DP = 100 V). (c)
Ion trap CID (AF2=40) of m/z 354.1 generated in (a).

Radical migration from the initially formed thiyl radical to α-carbon has been
reported for peptide systems.24, 36 Zhao et al. reported that the barrier of conversion from
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thiyl radical cation to its most stable isomer N-terminal glycyl radical cation was only
18.1 kcal/mol in glutathione radical cation.36 For such a low energy barrier, radical
migration can happen easily. Osburn et al. have shown that by monitoring the kinetics of
ion/molecule reactions, the degree of radical migration within peptide thiyl radical can be
estimated.23, 24 This method requires collecting data at multiple reaction times and thus
can be time-consuming. It is desirable to establish a fast way in accessing the extent of
radical migration.
During our studies of ion/molecule reactions on 4000 QTRAP, we found that the
reactions between thiyl radical ion and ally iodide proceeded with fast kinetics.23 By
passing the peptide radical ions through q2 (~5 × 10-3 Torr) with minimum kinetic energy
(CE =5 V), termed as transmission mode ion/molecule reactions,50 an almost full
consumption of thiyl radical ions could be achieved. Studies have shown that α-carbon
radical is not reactive to ally iodide.20 Therefore, by measuring the left-over of the
peptide radical ions after transmission mode ion/molecule reactions, the relative
contributions of α-carbon radical and thiyl radical can be estimated. Such a principle is
illustrated in Figure 3.6 using glutathione thiyl radical ions formed from AP ion/radical
reactions as an example.
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Figure 3.6 Ion/molecule reactions between allyl iodide and [γE(S•C)G+H]+ (m/z 307.1)
generated from AP ion/radical reactions of Peptide 3: (a) transmission mode in q2,
reaction time: ~ 1 ms and (b) trapping mode in Q3, reaction time: 150 ms. The number
density of allyl iodide in q2 was about 100 times higher than that in Q3.

As shown in Figure 3.6a, addition of 41 Da (C3H5, m/z 348.2) and 127 Da (I, m/z
434.0) to the glutathione radical ions are observed, which are the same type of reaction
products produced with thiyl radical ions generated from homolysis of S-nitrosylated
peptides.22 Roughly 22% (intensity of m/z 307.1 divided by the total intensity of m/z
307.1, 348.2 and 434.0) of glutathione radical ions remained intact after transmission
mode ion/molecule reactions in q2. The remaining m/z 307.1 ions were further isolated
in Q3 and subjected to ion/molecule reaction in Q3 for various times (50 ms to 1 s). Very
small degree of reaction was observed within the range of reaction time tested (from 1 3%). The data in Figure 3.6b were collected from 150 ms reaction time in Q3, and less
than 2% of the remaining glutathione radical ions reacted. The above results corroborate
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that almost all thiyl radical ions have reacted when passing through q2 and what left in
entering Q3 is the uncreative α-carbon radical isomer. The purity of thiyl radical (78%)
can thus be estimated in a straightforward and fast fashion from the transmission mode
ion/molecule reactions. This method takes advantage of: 1) the tandem-in-space nature of
q2 and Q3 for reactions and 2) fast ion/molecule reactions in a high pressure q2 cell. Note
that the number density of neutral reagents in q2 is about 2 orders of magnitude higher
than that in Q3, since the total pressure in q2 is about 100 times higher. Even though the
residence time of ions in q2 is only in millisecond range, multiple collisions and high
number density of neutral reagent allow an efficient conversion of reactant to product.

3.3.3 Comparison of Reactivity of Peptide Perthiyl, Sulfinyl, and Thiyl Radical Ions
By using AP ion/radical reactions, peptide perthiyl, sulfinyl, and thiyl radical ions
were formed and subsequently analyzed by MS. We further compared the reactivity of
these sulfur-based radical ions while having the same peptide sequence using
ion/molecule reactions. The reactions of thiyl, sulfinyl, and perthiyl radial ions sharing a
sequence of CLPTR with benzyl methyl disulfide are shown in Figure 3.7. Radical attack
to the disulfide bond and addition of 47 Da (SCH3) or 123 Da (SCH2Ph) were observed,
similar as the type of reaction described for [γE(S•C)G+H]+ with dimethyl disulfide. The
preference to add smaller thioalkyl group (SCH3) over the bulky one (SCH2Ph) has been
reported before, especially when two sizes differ greatly.18 Thiyl radical [(S•C)LPTR+H]+
showed the highest reactivity, followed by perthiyl radical [(SS•C)LPTR+H]+, while
sulfinyl radical [(SO•C)LPTR+H]+ barely reacted with the reagent (0.2% of +47 Da).
Small degree of fragmentation was observed in the spectra, such as the SSH loss for
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perthiyl radical (Figure 3.7c), which might be due to RF heating from long trapping time
and fragmentation during the ion transfer from q2 to Q3. Other neutral reagents such as
allyl iodide, thiophenol, and oxygen were also chosen as neutral reagents. The reaction
results are summarized in Table 3.2. It should be noted that sulfinyl radical ions always
showed the smallest degree of reaction with all reagents among the three radical species.
Perthiyl radical was more reactive than sulfinyl radical, but not comparable to thiyl
radical. People have suggested that perthiyl radical is chemically similar to the thiyl
radical, but with significant lower reactivity.10, 15 In solution phase, the rate constant for
RSS• to react with oxygen is 2-3 orders of magnitude lower than the corresponding RS•
15

, and it is about 10 times less reactive with regard to hydrogen abstraction.10 Sulfinyl

radical is considered as a fairly stable species with poor hydrogen abstraction ability,7 and
it is found to be one final product after thiyl radical oxidation in condense phase.6, 7 This
is consistent with the findings from the ion/molecule reaction studies, where sulfinyl
radical is the least reactive species as compared to thiyl and perthiyl radicals.
Conversion of thiyl radical (RS•) to sulfinyl radical (RSO•) has been detected
upon exposure to oxygen in solution.6, 7 It has been hypothesized that thiyl radical reacts
with O2, forming thiyl peroxide radical (RSOO•) as an intermediate. The thiyl peroxide
radical (RSOO•) further oxidizes a free thiol to yield sulfinyl radical (RSO•) and sulfenic
acid (RSOH).7 The formation of thiyl peroxide radical (+32 Da) as well as loss of 17 Da
(•OH)25 from it was indeed observed from gas-phase ion/molecule reactions. However
additional step of ion/molecule reactions such as reactions between thiyl peroxide radical
ion with an organic thiol is needed to test the proposed mechanism. This experiment will
be explored in future studies.
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Table 3.2 Product ions observed for ion/molecule reactions between thiyl, sulfinyl, and
perthiyl radical ions based on sequence of CLPTR with neutral reagents. The reactions
were carried out in q2 under trapping mode. Relative ion intensities (%) of products are
normalized to the parent ion peak and indicated in the parentheses.
Neutral
[(S•C)LPTR+H]+

[(SO•C)LPTR+H]+

[(SS•C)LPTR+H]+

[reaction time]
Allyl iodide

+C3H5 (5%)

+C3H5 (4%)
+C3H5 (2.5%)

[3 s]

+I (15%)

+I (1%)

Benzyl methyl
disulfide
[3 s]

+SCH3 (6%)
+SCH3 (0.2%)

+SCH3 (2%)

--

--

--

--

+SCH2Ph (1.5%)

Thiophenol
+H (2%)
[3 s]
Oxygen
[10 s]

+O2-OH (15%)
+O2 (8%)
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(a)
Rel. Int. (%)

10%

588.3

+ 47 Da (SCH3)
635.4

711.4

(b)
10%

600

650

604.3

[(SO•C)LPTR + H]+

700

750

+ 47 Da (SCH3)

5%

651.3

0%
550

10%

650

600

(c)
Rel. Int. (%)

+ 123 Da
(SCH2Ph)

5%

0%
550

Rel. Int. (%)

[(S•C)LPTR + H]+

620.3

-SSH

555.4

5%

700

750

[(SS•C)LPTR + H]+
+ 47 Da (SCH3)
667.4

0%
550

600

650

700

750

m/z

Figure 3.7 Ion/molecule reactions between benzyl methyl disulfide and: (a)
[(S•C)LPTR+H]+; (b) [(SO•C)LPTR+H]+; (c) [(SS•C)LPTR+H]+ formed from AP
ion/radical reactions of Peptide 1. The reaction time was 3 s under trapping mode in q2.
The parent ion intensity was kept around 1e6 cps and the pressure in q2 was about 5 × 103
Torr.

3.4 Conclusions
Peptide perthiyl and thiyl radical ions were formed as minor reaction products
besides sulfinyl radical ions from AP ion/radical reactions of inter-chain disulfide linked
peptides. The identities of perthiyl and thiyl radical cations were verified by accurate
mass measurement, CID, and ion/molecule reactions. AP ion/radical reactions therefore
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can be used as a facile means to generate peptide thiyl and perthiyl radical ions in gas
phase. Given that all radical ions are formed in MS1 fashion, attentions should be given
to assess their purities. Transmission mode ion/molecule reactions with fast kinetics
were demonstrated as a fast and straightforward method in identification and quantitation
of peptide thiyl radical ions.

Ion/molecule reactions of peptide thiyl, perthiyl, and

sulfinyl radical ions with neutrals including allyl iodide, organic disulfides, thiol, and
oxygen revealed that sulfinyl radical was the most stable radical species among the three.
Sulfinyl radical ions showed extremely low reactivity toward disulfide, thiol and oxygen;
while perthiyl radical was less reactive than thiyl radical. The reactivity findings are
consistent with that have been reported from solution studies.
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CHAPTER 4: A NEW MASS SPECTROMETRIC APPROACH FOR PROBING THE
STABILITY OF BIO-ORGANIC RADICALS

(Adapted from publication in Angewandte Chemie International Edition)

4.1 Introduction
Bio-organic radicals have been implicated as important intermediates in a wide
variety of biochemical processes. At the molecular level, they are associated with
enzymatic digestion1 and oxidative damage of proteins2. Among them, the glycyl radical
bearing the –NH-•CH-C(O)- prototype has been of particular interest due to its
outstanding stability3-5 and its role of being involved in the catalytic function of many
enzymes.6, 7 Moreover, selective formation of the glycyl radical is also implicated in the
oxidative side-chain cleavage of other amino acid residues.8 Several theoretical studies
have investigated the intrinsic thermochemical properties of relevant model systems.3-5 It
has been postulated that the synergistic effect known as captodative effect, in which the
radical center is located between an electron donor and acceptor, can greatly stabilize the
radical.9
Experiments have been conducted to determine the stability of radical species
from the electron spin resonance (ESR) coupling constant,10 or free radical reactions
towards N-bromosuccinimide.11,

12

Mass spectrometry has been demonstrated as an

effective experimental methodology to interrogate the intrinsic property of many radical
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species in the gas phase.13 Glycyl radicals have been successfully generated and
characterized in the gas phase by neutralization-reionization mass spectrometry14, 15 and
side chain loss from collision-induced dissociation (CID) of hydrogen deficient peptide
radicals via the β-cleavage.16, 17 Chu et al. have studied the interconversion of the three
isomeric α-carbon centered radical ions of triglycine, and suggested that the stability of
radicals can affect radical migration and thus the CID pattern of the species.16 In this
chapter, we demonstrate a new experimental approach to probe the stability of the glycyl
radical.
In chapter 2, we have described utilization of radical reactions within the
nanoelectrospray ionization (nanoESI) plume to generate gas-phase site-specific sulfinyl
radical ions from the interchain disulfide linked peptides (Scheme 4.1a, Step I).18,

19

Unimolecular dissociation of protonated cysteine sulfinyl radical (CysSO•) ions proceeds
dominantly via a radical-driven fragmentation channel.19 Upon the loss of CH2SO
(sulfine) by homolysis of Cα-Cβ bond, glycyl radicals are formed (Scheme 4.1a, Step II).
Herein, we ask two fundamental questions: 1) Can the as-formed glycyl radical be
stabilized by functional group substitution; and 2) Can the degree of stabilization be
experimentally probed for the prototype radical (X-•CH-Y) via gas-phase dissociation of
the sulfinyl radical? To answer these questions, we have surveyed a series of sulfinyl
radical ions (X-CysSO•-Y) functionalized with various electron donating (-X) or
withdrawing (-Y) substituents (Scheme 4.1b, group 1-3). The impact of these substituent
groups on the stability of thus formed glycyl radicals is evaluated by a combined
experimental and theoretical approach.
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dimethylformamide (DMF), Boc-L-arginine, L-Arginine, L-Glutamic acid, acetyl
chloride, and acetic anhydride were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).
Acetic anhydride, hydrogen peroxide, ammonium hydroxide, sodium hydroxide,
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), sodium acetate, and ammonium bicarbonate were purchased
from Mallinckrodt Chemicals (Pittsburgh, NJ).

4.2.2 Synthesis of Disulfide Precursors
1a, 2a and 3a

1mg of the commercially synthesized dipeptides (CR, RC, CE) was

dissolved in 1 mL of water and 10 µL of 1 % hydrogen peroxide was added. The mixture
was stirred at room temperature for 48 h. The formation of the dimer was monitored by
mass spectrometry and subjected to RP-HPLC separation (Agilent 1200 series, Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) after complete oxidation. The collected eluent was
vacuum dried using a centrivap concentrator (Labconco, Kansas City, MO).
1b

Dimethylation was achieved by redissolving the oxidized CR dimer (about 100

pmol) in 100 µL of sodium acetate buffer (100 mM, pH 5~8). The solution was mixed
with formaldehyde (4% in water, 4 µL), vortex and immediately mixed with freshly
prepared sodium cyanoborohydride (600 mM, 4 µL). The mixture was allowed to react
for 30 min and ready for spray.
1c and 3b

Acetylation was achieved by mixing the CR or CE disulfide linked dimer

solution (100 µL, 1mg/mL in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate) and 10 µL of acetylation
solution (acetic anhydride/methanol (v/v) = 1:3).
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1d

3,3'-Dithiobis(2-methylpropanoic acid) (10 mg/mL in DMF) was mixed with 260

mM NHS in DMF and 200 mM DCC in DMF at a molar ratio of 1:1:1. The mixture was
stirred at room temperature for 24 hours. The formation of the corresponding NHS-ester
was monitored by mass spectrometric analysis. L-arginine was dissolved in water (1
mg/mL) and adjusted to pH 8 by adding 0.1 M NaOH. The NHS-ester was coupled to
Arg by adding to the Arg solution at molar ratio of 5:1. The mixture was allowed to react
at room temperature for 30 min and subjected to RP-HPLC separation.
1e and 3c

Freshly prepared DSP (10mM in DMSO) was added to the Arg or Glu

solution (1 mg/mL, pH 8) at molar ratio of 5:1. The mixture was allowed to react at room
temperature for 30 min before subjected to RP-HPLC separation.
2b

The oxidized RC dimer (about 0.5mg) was dissolved in 500 µL of pure methanol

and 10 µL acetyl chloride was added. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 2 h at
room temperature and then the solution was vacuum dried.
2c

C-terminal amidation of RC was performed by adding 0.5 mL of ammonium

hydroxide to the dried methyl esterification sample prepared above and allowed to react
for 20 h. The sample was dried afterwards.
2d

Boc-Arg-OH was converted to Boc-Arg-NHS ester using the method described

for 1d, and coupled to cystamine (1 mg/mL in DMF). The coupling was allowed for 48 h.
The sample was then diluted 5 times by water with 0.1% of TFA and heated in water bath
at 80 °C for 6 h to allow removal of the Boc group. The solution was vacuum dried
afterwards.
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4.2.3 Mass Spectrometry and AP Ion/Radical Reactions
Most experiments were performed on a 4000 QTRAP hybrid triple
quadrupole/linear ion trap mass spectrometer (AB Sciex, Toronto, Canada). Peptide
sulfinyl radicals were generated in the nanoelectrospray ionization (nanoESI) plume via
atmospheric pressure radical reactions between dipeptide dimer ions and radical species
generated from a helium low temperature plasma (LTP) positioned in front of the mass
spectrometry inlet, as described in Chapter 2. For sulfinyl cations, ion trap CID was
employed, where precursor ions were isolated in the Q1 quadrupole, transferred through
the collision cell (q2) with minimum collision energy (CE = 5 V), isolated again in the
Q3 linear ion trap and subjected to dipolar on-resonance excitation. The activation
amplitude was controlled so that the survival yield of the parent ion was kept around
50%. Beam-type CID was used for dissociation of sulfinyl anions, in which ions were
isolated in Q1, accelerated in the q2 for collisional activation. Working solutions for
positive nanoESI were prepared at 10 µM in 50:49:1 (v/v/v) MeOH/H2O/HOAc.
Accurate mass measurements were performed on an LTQ-Orbitrap (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, San Jose, CA) with a mass resolution of 30,000 and use of internal mass
calibration.

4.2.4 Theoretical Calculation
Calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 software package using the
unrestricted B3LYP level of theory and basis set 6-31G(d,p).20 This method is a widely
used for studying the structure, reactivity, and dissociation of amino acid and peptide
radical cations, and has been successfully applied to explore the sulfinyl radical
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systems.19 Frequency calculations were employed to verify all stationary points. Single
point energies were calculated using coupled-cluster single and double excitation method
with a perturbation estimate of the triple excitation (CCSD(T)) theory in order to
incorporate electron correlation. All calculations were corrected with zero-point vibration
energies. The energies (given in kcal mol-1) were reported as CCSD(T)//B3LYP/631G(d,p) + ΔZPE.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Degree of CH2SO Loss with Different Substituents
Sulfinyl radical ion formation was achieved from on-line radical reactions at the
sampling interface of a mass spectrometer. Briefly, oxidative radicals (presumably OH
radicals) produced by discharges in the air react with the disulfide precursors entrained in
the nanoESI plume and cleave the disulfide bond via dissociative addition, leading to the
formation of sulfinyl radicals (-SO•).18, 19 The purity of the sulfinyl radicals (structures
shown in Scheme 4.1 groups 1-3) is high with moderate reaction yields (~40%). The
sulfinyl radical ions are subjected to on-resonance CID in a linear ion trap mass
spectrometer. The degree of CH2SO loss (CH2SO%: the percent of CH2SO loss among all
product ions) is compared at a parent survival yield of 50% to keep a constant
decomposition rate across different sulfinyl radical ions studied herein. The CH2SO%
from all experimentally studied sulfinyl radical ions is summarized in Table 4.1. The
group 1 sulfinyl radical ions are designed to test the X group effect for a generic structure
of X-CysSO•-C(O)-Arg. Arginine is included in the structure to reduce proton mobility as
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to limit the proton driven amide bond cleavages in the protonated peptide system.18
There is a significant drop in CH2SO% (from 98% to 3%, experimental data in Table 4.1)
as the electron donating capability of the X group decreases among group 1. In case of
strong electron donating groups, such as X = NH2 (1a) and N(CH3)2 (1b), the Cα-Cβ
cleavage is the only dominant fragmentation channel from CID (i.e. Figure 4.1a),
corresponding to 98% of CH2SO%.

For X = NHCOCH3 (1c, Figure 4.2a), the

acetylamino group is less effective in donating electrons as compared to NH2. As a result,
CH2SO% drops to 66% and other fragmentation channels become more competitive (i.e.,
loss of SOH, Figure 4.1b). The loss of CH2SO further decreases to 57% from CID of 1d
(X = CH3, Figure 4.2b), likely due to the lack of lone pair electrons to donate from the
methyl group. The most dramatic change in fragmentation behavior is observed when X
= H (1e, Figure 4.1c), where the loss of SOH (-49 Da) is prevalent while the loss of
CH2SO is almost negligible (3%). The Y group effect is tested using group 2 sulfinyl
radical ions (Arg-NH-CysSO•-Y). The CID spectra are shown in Figure 4.3. When the Y
groups are carbonyl substituents (-COOH, -COOCH3, -CONH2), all of which are
considered to be moderate electron withdrawing, the CH2SO loss is always the dominant
channel upon CID (CH2SO% = 90 - 85%). Not surprisingly, for Y = H (2d), CH2SO% is
reduced significantly to 24%. The above data clearly demonstrate the critical role of the
electron donating and withdrawing property of the substituent groups as well as their
synergistic effect in the formation of glycyl-type radicals upon the CID of sulfinyl radical
ions.
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Figure 4.1 MS2 CID of protonated sulfinyl radical cations X-CysSO•-C(O)-Arg: a) 1a; b)
1c; and c) 1e. MS2 CID of deprotonated sulfinyl radical anions X-CysSO•-C(O)-Glu: d)
3a; e) 3b; f) 3c.
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Figure 4.2 MS2 CID of protonated sulfinyl radical cations X-CysSO•-C(O)-Arg: a) 1b; b)
1d.
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Figure 4.3 MS2 CID of protonated sulfinyl radical ions of : a) 2a, Y = COOH; b) 2b, Y =
COOCH3;c) 2c, Y = CONH2; and d) 2d, Y = H.
Although the Arg side-chain can efficiently sequester a proton to its guanidine
group, we cannot exclude the possibility that the charge is in close proximity to the
radical site via ionic hydrogen bonding,21 and thus alternates the behavior of the radical.
Studies have shown that hydrogen bonds are likely to form between the protonated
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guanidine and amide carbonyl, which can assist in magnifying the electron withdrawing
capability of the carbonyl group.17 In order to evaluate the effect of charge, sulfinyl
radical anions are also investigated (group 3, X-CysSO•-C(O)-Glu). For these anionic
species, loss of 62 Da is also observed to various degrees (Figure 4.1d-f). Accurate mass
measurement has confirmed the elemental composition of CH2SO rather than sequential
losses of H2O and CO2. Similar to the radical cations, the CH2SO% also drops as the
electron donating capability of the X group decreases (Table 4.1, 3a-c). Note that the
sulfine loss of radical anions is not as favorable as in radical cations, probably due to the
absence of proton induced electron withdrawing enhancement to the carbonyl group as in
the protonated species. Nevertheless, the data from both sulfinyl radical cations and
anions indicate that the trend in CH2SO% change is not significantly affected by the
nature of the charge.
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Table 4.1 CH2SO% observed in experiments and the bond dissociation energy (BDE)
calculated theoretically.
Experiment[a]

Theoretical Calculation

CH2SO%
1a
1b

98
98

4a

1c

66

4b

1d
1e
2a

57
3
90

4d
4e

2b

90

6b

2c
2d
3a

85
24
50

5a
4a

3b

15

4b

3c

1

4e

-X

-Y

NH2

COOH

RSECH•[b] RSESO•[b]

35.2

21.3

3.4

41.0

18.3

2.5

45.4
49.6

10.3
4.7

3.5
3.6

42.2

18.0

2.6

H
COOH

45.9
35.2

10.4
21.3

3.3
3.4

COOH

41.0

18.3

2.5

COOH

49.6

4.7

3.6

acetylamino COOH
CH3
COOH
H
COOH
acetylCOOCH3
amino
NH2
NH2
acetylamino
H

BDE[b]

[a] Corresponding spectra provided in Figure 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.
[b] Units in kcal mol-1.

4.3.2 Relationship between BDE, RSE and Loss of CH2SO
Since the loss of CH2SO is a single bond fission process upon the unimolecular
dissociation of the cysteine sulfinyl radical, the fragmentation energy barrier is directly
affected by the bond dissociation energy (BDE) of the Cα-Cβ bond. We therefore
calculated BDE of the Cα-Cβ bond in sulfinyl radical systems, as defined by the enthalpy
change in Step II shown in Scheme 4.1a.19 Given that BDE is affected by the stability of
both parent and product radicals, we further characterized the relative stability of these
radical species based on radical stabilization energy (RSE).22, 23 Isodesmic reactions in
Scheme 4.2 are used to calculate RSE for sulfinyl (RSESO•) and glycyl (RSECH•) radicals,
respectively.
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a)

Rxn1
RSESO• = ∆Hrxn1

b)

Rxn2

RSECH• = ∆Hrxn2

Scheme 4.2 Isodesmic reactions for the calculation of RSE

Simplified structures are used as model systems in the theoretical calculations,
which are listed in Scheme 4.1, groups 4-6. Table 1 summarizes the theoretical results
based on each experimentally tested group, and the rest of the calculated data are shown
in Table 4.2. We find that the RSECH• varies from 0 to 21.3 kcal mol-1 as the substituent
group changes towards a more significant captodative effect (in the increasing order of X
= H, CH3, acetylamino, NH2 and Y = H, COOCH3, COOH). The trend is consistent with
previous theoretical studies on radical stability and agrees with the prediction of the
captodative effect.3-5 On the other hand, the value of RSESO• is relatively small and varies
little with the identity of the X or Y groups (2.5 - 3.8 kcal mol-1). This result suggests
that the stability of the sulfinyl radical is not significantly affected by the substituents on
Cα. Our previous study has shown that the spin is localized on the sulfinyl (-SO•) (almost
equal probability on the sulfur and oxygen). The isolation of the spin density on sulfinyl
radical and its further separation from the substituent groups may lead to the
inconspicuous relationship between RSESO• and the substituents on Cα.
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T
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ond dissociation energy
y (BDE), rradical stabiilization eneergy for sulfinyl
(R
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nter radical after CH2SO
O loss (RSE
ECH•) for neeutral
sttructures sho
own in Scheme 4.1b gro
oup 4-6, expect for the oones that havve been show
wn in
Table
T
4.1 in the
t main textt. Level of theory:
t
CCS D(T)//B3LY
YP/6-31G(d,,p) + ΔZPE.

[a] Units in
n kcal mol-1

Figure 4.4 a) Plot of RSE
ECH• (diamon
nd) and RSESSO• (cross) aggainst BDE and b) Anti-co
orrelation off BDE (open
n circle) and RSECH• (diaamond) vs. eexperimentall CH2SO%
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Figure 4.4a shows the plot of RSESO• and RSECH• vs. BDE with the identities of X
and Y groups indicated correspondingly. Clearly, as the BDE increases, RSECH•
decreases while there is no obvious correlation between BDE and RSESO•. These data
support the argument that the change in BDE is largely due to the RSE gained by forming
the glycyl radical. Since CH2SO% can be directly linked to the value of BDE in the case
of single bond fission, this finding thus suggests that the stability of the as-formed glycyl
radical can be directly probed experimentally via the Cα-Cβ homolysis from sulfinyl
radical without considering the effect brought by the parent. Such a relationship is
depicted in Figure 4.4b with an anti-correlation between RSECH• and BDE with CH2SO%,
respectively. Note that the experimental CH2SO% data points in Figure 4.4b are chosen
from radical cations which have been theoretically evaluated (marked in bold and italic in
Table 4.1). Higher CH2SO% corresponds to lower BDE and higher RSECH•. It is this
relationship that allows the stability of the product radical to be evaluated experimentally
by monitoring the degree of a characteristic CH2SO loss from CID.

4.4 Conclusions
In summary, a new approach based on gas-phase unimolecular dissociation of
sulfinyl radicals (X-CysSO•-Y) is demonstrated to probe the stability of glycyl-type
radicals (X-CH•-Y). The degree of sulfine loss increases correspondingly as the stability
of the as-formed radical species increases, which can be molecularly tuned by the
electronic effects of X or Y groups. Meanwhile, the stability of the parent sulfinyl radical
is not significantly affected. This intrinsic property and the unique fragmentation pathway
of the sulfinyl radical offer a direct way to explore radical stability experimentally. It also
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allows us to investigate the effect introduced by different substituents in more detail than
merely using RSE to study the radical stability, and also sheds light on the electronic
property nature of the connecting groups in influencing the captodative effect in bioorganic radicals.
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CHAPTER 5: PROBING THE RADICAL AND BASE DUAL PROPERTIES OF
PEPTIDE SULFINYL RADICALS VIA MASS SPECTROMETRY

(Adapted from publication in Journal of Physical Chemistry A)

5.1 Introduction
Heteroatom-centered radicals (i.e., O, N, S, Cl) are important chemical entities
widely involved in atmospheric chemistry, organic synthesis, and biology.1-3

The

existence of the unpaired electron and the high electronegativity of the heteroatoms make
the chemistry of these radical species diverse and interesting. On one hand, they can
undergo hydrogen atom abstractions as a distinguished character of the radical species,
while demonstrating different selectivity as compared to carbon-centered radicals due to
polar effects introduced by the heteroatoms.4 On the other hand, the existence of the lone
pair of electrons endows them with base properties. For instance, 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-lpiperidinyloxy (TEMPO), an oxygen-centered radical,

exhibits a gas-phase proton

affinity (PA = 209.5 ± 1.0 kcal mol-1)5 comparable to known basic compounds, such as 2fluoropyridine (experimentally measured PA = 211.4 kcal mol-1)6.
In biology, several classes of proteins rely on heteroatom-centered radical sites to
perform enzyme catalysis, including tyrosyl radical (oxygen-centered),7 thiyl radical
(sulfur-centered),8 and tryptophan indolyl radical (nitrogen-centered).9 With respect to
enzymes that rely on heteroatom-centered radical sites to perform catalysis, previous
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studies have been focused on investigating their radical reactivity, such as “hydrogen
atom abstraction”, because of its importance in the regeneration of the catalytic
center.7,8,10-12 The literature also contains scattered evidence of the involvement of the
base properties of heteroatom-centered radicals, such as the capability of proton
bridging.5,13 It has been suggested that tuning of Trp radical reactivity can be achieved
by providing H-bonds partners to the indole nitrogen and varying the strength of the
noncovalent bonds, and Stoll et al. have shown that the hydrogen bond can be
characterized by ultrahigh-field EPR.13
In this chapter, we intend to use gas-phase unimolecular dissociations to probe the
coexistence of radical and base properties of heteroatom-centered radicals in dipeptide
systems and further investigate if the dual properties can be affected by local chemistry
environment. Cysteine sulfinyl radical (-SO•) is used as a model system. It is a π-radical,
resonance stabilized between sulfur and oxygen.14,15 Small organic sulfinyl radicals are
important intermediates in the atmospheric sulfur cycle,16 and their properties have been
studied by mass spectrometry.17,18 Homocysteine sulfinyl radical is postulated as a critical
species involved in oxidative DNA damage.19 Protein cysteine sulfinyl radical (SO•Cys)
was discovered through the oxidation of enzymes that utilize thiyl radical as a catalytic
center.20,21 We have developed methods of synthesizing gas-phase sulfinyl radicals and
studying their intrinsic chemical reactivity via mass spectrometry (MS).15,22,23
In our recent studies of protonated

SO•

Cys and its derivatives, we discovered that

the dual radical and base chemical properties of sulfinyl radical indeed manifested
themselves via distinct unimolecular dissociation pathways upon collision-induced
dissociation (CID).15 As a radical, the –SO• site triggers a β-cleavage (between Cα and
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Cβ of the cysteine residue), producing a glycyl radical ion and a neutral CH2SO loss.
However, this radical reactivity is suppressed if protonation of sulfinyl radical is more
competitive as a consequence of its base property. For example, in the case of Nacetylated cysteine sulfinyl radical ions, the charge-driven H2O loss from protonated
sulfinyl radical is dominant.15 Recently, we observed the loss of hydrosulfinyl radical
(SOH or HSO) as another fragmentation channel unique to sulfinyl radical from CID
studies of peptide sulfinyl radical ions,22,23 which was absent in single amino acid
cysteine sulfinyl radicals. Given the dual chemical property of the sulfinyl radical, it is
possible that SOH loss happens either through radical-induced hydrogen abstraction or
proton-driven SOH dissociation. If these two channels can be identified and
differentiated, it provides a means to experimentally interrogate how the local
environment is affecting the dual reactivity of sulfinyl radicals in peptides or proteins. In
this work, we utilized dipeptide sulfinyl radical systems in which the N-terminal –NH2
group of cysteine is replaced by a hydrogen, referred to as n-SO•Cys-X, to maximize the
SOH loss fragmentation channel.23 Mechanistic studies demonstrate that the SOH loss
could be either radical- or proton-induced. Furthermore, by varying the proton affinity of
the neighboring group, X, or its spatial interaction with sulfinyl radical, the radical vs.
base property of sulfinyl radical could be effectively tuned.
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5.2 Experimental

5.2.1 Materials
Dithiobis[succinimidyl propionate] (DSP) was purchased from Thermo Scientific
(Rockford, IL). The deuterated version, dithiobis[succinimidyl 2,2,3,3,6,6,7,7-propionated8] (d8-DSP), was purchased from ProteoChem (Cheyenne, WY). N-α-methyl-histidine
methyl

ester

hydrochloride,

methylaminoethyl)pyridine,

1-methyl-L-histidine,
3-(2-aminoethyl)pyridine,

ethylenediamine, 1,3-diaminopropane, 1,4-diaminobutane,

3-methyl-L-histidine,

2-(2-

4-(2-aminoethyl)pyridine,
ethanolamine, 6-amino-1-

hexanol, L-arginine, 3-(dimethylamino)-1-propylamine, L-glutamic acid, butylamine, and
deuterium oxide were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Sodium
hydroxide, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), acetic acid, methanol, acetic anhydride and
acetonitrile were purchased from Mallinckrodt Chemicals (Pittsburgh, NJ). The
tetrapeptides GGCK, GCGK, and CGGK were commercially synthesized by CPC
Scientific (Sunnyvale, CA). The disulfide precursors of special dipeptide sulfinyl radicals
were prepared by amide bond formation between DSP or d8-DSP and a variety of organic
amines and amino acids. The amine was dissolved in water at a concentration of 1.0
mg/mL, and the pH of the solution was adjusted to 8 by adding 0.1 M NaOH. Freshly
prepared DSP or d8-DSP (10 mM in DMSO) was then added at a molar ratio of 5:1 (DSP:
amine). The mixture was allowed to react at room temperature for 30 min and then
subjected to RP-HPLC separation (Agilent 1200 series, Agilent Technologies, Santa
Clara, CA). The collected eluent was vacuum dried using a centrivap concentrator
(Labconco, Kansas City, MO) and redissolved in water/methanol/acetic acid
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(v/v/v=50:49:1) at 10 µM for MS analysis. To prepare the sodium-ion adduct, the sample
was reconstituted in water/methonal (v/v=1:1) at 10 µM, and 10 mM NaOH was added to
adjust the pH to 8. Acetylation was achieved by mixing the tetrapeptide disulfide-linked
dimer solution (100 µL, approximately 0.2 mg/mL in water, pH = 5) and 10 µL of
acetylation solution (acetic anhydride/methanol (v/v) = 1:3). Notably, the pH of the
solution was adjusted to acidic conditions to avoid acetylation at the ε-NH2 from the Lys
side chain. The tetrapeptide was air-oxidized to form a dimer. For hydrogen/deuterium
exchange, the dried disulfide precursors was dissolved in D2O and allowed to exchange
for at least 2 hours.

5.2.2 Mass Spectrometry and AP Ion/Radical Reactions
See section 2.2.2 in Chapter 2.

5.2.3 Theoretical Calculations
Calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 software package using the
unrestricted B3LYP level of theory and basis set 6-31G(d),24 which has been
demonstrated to be suitable for calculation of small sulfinyl radical systems.15 Geometry
optimizations were carried out for all structures, with a self-consistent field convergence
of at least 10-9 on the density matrix. The residual rms (root-mean-square) force is less
than 10-4 a.u. Vibrational frequency calculations were performed to verify whether the
structure either had real frequencies (minima) or one imaginary frequency (a first-order
saddle point) after the optimization. The 6-31G(d) basis set was used in the calculations.
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The proper connectivity between reactants, pre-reactive complexes, transition states, and
products were verified by intrinsic reaction coordinate calculations (IRC). Single point
energies were further calculated using coupled-cluster single and double excitation
method with a perturbation estimate of the triple excitation [CCSD(T)] theory in order to
incorporate electron correlation. All calculations were corrected with zero-point vibration
energies. CCSD(T)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) +ΔZPE was the level of theory in which the
energies were reported in later text. Moreover, for open shell systems the <S2> value did
not have major deviations from 0.75.
Exhaustive search of the conformational space of the dipeptide sulfinyl radical
[SO•Cys-Arg + H]+ using the ConformSearch engine25 is very challenging because the
force fields used in the molecular dynamics step have not been optimized for sulfinyl
radicals. Therefore, an indirect approach was adopted, using the [Asn-Arg + H]+ ion
protonated at Arg as a proxy of analogous hydrogen bonding properties for the Asn
amide

and

SO

groups.

Replica

exchange

molecular

dynamics26

with

CHARMM27/NAMD28 produced 800,000 structures from which 8000 were sampled for
full geometry optimization with PM629. Over 100 lowest-energy [Asn-Arg + H]+
structures were selected and converted to sulfinyl radical analogues by deleting the amide
group (-NH2) from the Asn side chain and changing the carbonyl C=O to S=O. These
cation-radical constructs were then fully optimized with B3LYP30 and M06-2X/631+G(d,p)31, the structures were characterized as local energy minima by harmonic
frequency analysis (all frequencies real), and their relative energies were determined by
single point calculations with B3LYP, M06-2X and MP2(frozen core)32 and the 6311++G(2d,p) basis set.
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5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Radical vs. Proton Driven SOH Loss
The disulfide precursor of sulfinyl radical was prepared by amide bond formation
between a commercially available peptide cross linker, dithiobis-succinimidyl propionate
(DSP, with activated carbonyl group), and a variety of organic amines and amino acids
(referred to as X). Protonated sulfinyl radicals were generated via radical reactions of
disulfide-linked precursors in a nanoelectrospray ionization (nanoESI) plume at the
atmospheric pressure/vacuum interface of a mass spectrometer. The in-situ formed
sulfinyl radical ions were further mass isolated in a linear ion trap and subjected to CID.
Because these sulfinyl radicals were all derived from DSP, they shared a generic structure
(shown in Table 5.1), in which the N-terminal –NH2 group of cysteine was replaced by a
hydrogen, denoted as n-SO•Cys-X. Upon CID, the SOH loss fragmentation channel was
greatly promoted in n-SO•Cys-X systems, whereas the radical induced CH2SO loss was
suppressed because of the lack of captodative effect in stabilizing the as-formed glycyl
radical species.23 In order to differentiate the origin of the hydrogen in the SOH loss
channel, sulfinyl radical with deuterium labeling at the Cα and Cβ of the cysteine residue
(refer to as d4-n-SO•Cys-X) was employed. The structures of d4-n-SO•Cys-X investigated in
this study are listed in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Structures of d4-n-SO•Cys-X investigated in this study
Generic

Structure of X

Functional

Functional

No.
Structure

No.
Group

1

a

b

Structure of X
Group

c

5
225.3*
235.7*

2

6
229.5*

222.0*

d4-n-

SO•

Cys-X

3

7
218.0*

149.5*

4
185.6*

* The proton affinity6 values (in unit of kcal mol-1) for each functional group in compounds 1-7, are indicated
in Italics below the structures.

Figure 5.1a shows MS2 CID of protonated 1a, where the sulfinyl radical is
connected to N-α-methyl-histidine methyl ester. Peaks associated with both SOD loss
(m/z 241.1) and SOH loss (m/z 242.1) are present in the spectrum, indicating the
existence of multiple sources of hydrogen. The appearance of SOD suggests the
involvement of either Cα-D or Cβ-D, although it contributes to a relatively small extent.
A different D-labeled version of 1a, in which the proton and the histidine hydrogen were
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replaced with deuterium via solution phase hydrogen deuterium exchange (HDX), while
the Cα and Cβ methylene groups contained light hydrogens, was used to further verify the
contribution of hydrogen sources. The CID spectrum of this ion ([1a’+ D]+) is shown in
Figure 5.1b. In this case, loss of SOD becomes the dominant channel, suggesting the
involvement of exchangeable hydrogen. Meanwhile, the Cα-H or Cβ-H involved SOH
loss accounts for about 10% relative to the SOD loss, comparable with the same channel
observed in Figure 5.1a (7% relative to the SOH loss). The small difference may result
from the kinetic isotope effect due to isotopic labeling.33 In order to narrow down the
identity of the exchangeable hydrogen, the charge carrier was changed from a proton to a
sodium ion. Notably, methylation on the amide hydrogen and the C-terminal carboxylic
acid was purposely introduced to system 1a to avoid the formation of salt-bridge in the
system. When the sodium incorporated structure 1a was subjected to CID (Figure 5.1c),
only SOD loss was observed without any SOH loss. This result clearly shows the
prerequisite role of the proton in the SOH loss pathway. Combining these data, we
concluded that at least two pathways were responsible for the SOH loss, one involving
Cα-H or Cβ-H from the cysteine residue and the other involving the charge carrier proton.
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Figure 5.1 MS2 CID of a) protonated sulfinyl radical [1a + H]+; b). [1a’ + D]+; and c)
sodiated sulfinyl radical [1a + Na]+;. MS3 CID of the fragment ions from [1a + H]+: d)
m/z 241.1, after SOD loss; e) m/z 242.1, after SOH loss.

MS3 CID was conducted on the fragment ions due to SOH and SOD losses in
Figure 5.1a to obtain more evidence regarding the fragmentation mechanisms. As shown
in the MS3 CID of m/z 241.1 (SOD loss, Figure 5.1d), the loss of CH3OH (m/z 209.1) and
the subsequent loss of CO (m/z 181.1) are the major fragmentation channels. The MS3
CID of m/z 242.1 (SOH loss, Figure 5.1e) shows a fragmentation pattern very similar to
that of SOD loss; however, the previously observed fragment ions split into doublets, i.e.,
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peaks at m/z 209.1/210.1 and 181.1/182.1, corresponding to losses of CH3OD/CH3OH
and (CH3OD+CO)/(CH3OH+CO), respectively. Note that methanol loss from protonated
peptide methyl ester is driven by a mobile proton.34 Thus, the doublets in Figure 5.1e
indicate that a fraction of deuterium on either Cα or Cβ has been converted to a mobile
deuterium after the proton induced SOH loss. However, similar fragmentation patterns
observed from MS3 CID on the SOH and SOD losses suggest that the two fragmentation
pathways lead to the formation of the same product ion structure.
Because of the experimental difficulty in differentiating the involvement of Cα-H
vs. Cβ-H, we performed theoretical calculations using protonated n-SO•Cys-His as a model
to derive more information about the mechanism. Calculations were performed at
CCSD(T)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory (Scheme 5.1). For the pathway involving the
Cα-H, the sulfinyl radical oxygen grabs the Cα-H of the cysteine residue through a fivemember ring transition state, followed by the leaving of SOH to form a dehydroalanine
motif. The transition state and the products are 42.8 kcal mol-1 and 33.3 kcal/mol higher
in enthalpy relative to the initial structure, which are quite reasonable for low energy CID
conditions.

However, if Cβ-H were involved, the fragmentation should have gone

through a high energy four-member ring transition state (63.3 kcal mol-1 higher relative to
the initial structure), and the resulting motif from the SOH loss does not obey the octet
rule and is thus unstable (product ions with energy of 114.8 kcal mol-1 higher relative to
the initial structure). The results clearly showed that Cα-H should be involved instead of
Cβ-H because of its more favorable energetics. The mechanism is proposed in Scheme
5.2a, where the sulfinyl radical oxygen abstracts the Cα-H of the cysteine residue through
a five-membered-ring transition state, followed by a dissociation of SOH to form a
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dehydroalanin
ne motif. We consider th
hat hydrogenn atom abstrraction by thhe sulfinyl raadical
sh
hould be eneergetically more
m
favorab
ble than a prooton abstracction leadingg to a high-ennergy
zw
witterionic intermediate. Although there is no ggas-phase accidity measurrement of thhe CαH,
H it has beeen shown th
hat the Cα-H
H is significaantly harder to deprotonnate than N--H in
accetamide. Th
he reaction enthalpy
e
of the
t latter is 355.0 kcal m
mol-1 in the ggas phase.35 The
caalculated pro
oton affinity
y (PA) of thee cysteine sullfinyl radicaal is 215.7 kccal mol-1 (deefined
ass the enthalp
py differencee between prrotonated suulfinyl radicaal and the neeutral structuure).15
Given
G
this PA
A, it is unliikely for thee sulfinyl raadical to dirrectly abstraact the Cα-H
H as a
prroton.

Scheme 5.1 Energy
E
diagrram for radiccal induced SOH loss coomparing invvolvement oof CαH vs. Cβ-H, using [n-SOO•Cys-His + H]+ as thhe model syystem. Leveel of calculaation:
CCSD(T)//B3
C
3LYP/6-31G
G(d) + ΔZPE
E.
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Scheme 5.2 Proposed
P
paathway for a)
a radical iniitiated SOH
H loss involvving the Cα-H
H; b)
prroton induced SOH loss. Optimized structurees for protoonated 3b: cc) lowest ennergy
sttructure show
wing proton
n bridging beetween -SO•• and –NH2; d) protonattion at -SO• with
th
he neighborring amide oxygen shaaring a parttial charge. The relativve enthalpies are
in
ndicated bellow the strructures. Level of calcculation: CC
CSD(T)//B3L
LYP/6-31G((d) +
ΔZPE.
Δ

p
induceed SOH losss channel is of particulaar interest, bbecause it reflects
The proton
th
he base prop
perty of the sulfinyl rad
dical and is ttherefore keey to understtanding the ionic
hy
ydrogen bon
nding network involving
g the sulfinyyl radical. T
The experimeental data (F
Figure
1) reveal thrree critical aspects
a
of this
t
fragmenntation channnel: 1) a pproton is dirrectly
in
nvolved in SOH loss; 2) the prod
duct ion connsists of a ddehydroalannine motif aat the
orriginal cysteeine sulfinyll radical ressidue after S
SOH loss; aand 3) the Cα-H of cyssteine
reesidue is con
nverted into
o a mobile proton
p
in thee product ionn structure. A possible SOH
lo
oss pathway that addresses all threee of these asspects is prooposed in Sccheme 5.2b. Two
key steps aree involved: 1) proton transfer
t
to tthe sulfinyl radical sitee; and 2) pproton
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abstraction of Cα-H by the neighboring basic group together with the leaving of SOH. In
the lowest energy structure of dipeptide sulfinyl radical ions, the proton is typically
solvated by several basic functional groups, as shown in protonated 3b (Scheme 5.2c),
where the function group in X is a primary amine. Upon activation, the proton can be
potentially transferred to –SO• site.

The optimized structure for protonation at the

sulfinyl radical is shown in Scheme 5.2d using compound 3b as an example. Note that
the amide oxygen is in close proximity (2.16 Å) to share the charge on the sulfur, which
helps to stabilize the protonated sulfinyl radical. This geometry also increases the acidity
of Cα-H and makes SOH a strong leaving group. In later text, we will refer to this
structure as protonation on sulfinyl radical. It is in fact the most favorable structure of
dipeptide sulfinyl radical ion in the absence of functional groups with higher proton
affinity (i.e. compounds 4, 7). Otherwise, the proton is likely to be shared between
sulfinyl and nearby basic groups (groups with significant proton affinity) as the most
stable structure (similar to structure shown in Scheme 5.2c). For the latter case, breaking
the proton bridge and transfer of the proton to sulfinyl radical is needed as the first step
for SOH loss. Because the proposed mechanism of proton-induced SOH loss (Scheme
5.2b) are closely related to the chemical properties of the neighboring group, this
hypothesis can be tested by manipulating the proton affinity or the structural orientation
of the neighboring group, while monitoring the SOH loss channel. It may be noted that,
consistent with the above-proposed mechanism, cation-radicals of sulfenic acids also
eliminate SOH upon collisional activation.18
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5.3.2 Variation of Proton Affinity of Neighboring Functional Groups
Using the calculated PA of cysteine sulfinyl (215.7 kcal mol-1) as a benchmark,
we chose three categories of functional groups of the neighboring group X with PAs
either lower, comparable, or higher than the PA of the sulfinyl radical. The full list of
these structures is detailed in Table 5.1.

Upon CID, the proton-induced SOH loss

channel should lead to a 49 Da loss, which has a distinct mass from radical-initiated Cα-H
atom abstraction (50 Da loss).
When the functional group is –OH in X (i.e., X = 2-aminoethanol, compound 4a),
which has a lower proton affinity (i.e., PA of ethanol = 185.6 kcal mol-1)6 than the
cysteine sulfinyl radical, no proton-induced SOH loss occurs via CID (Figure 5.2a). The
major fragmentation channels include losses of 19 Da (HDO), 18 Da (H2O), and 50 Da
(radical initiated SOD loss). HDO loss results from proton-induced water loss involving
the sulfinyl radical and the Cβ-H, as we previously reported for the acetylated cysteine
sulfinyl radical cation.15 Observing this fragmentation channel clearly demonstrates that
sulfinyl radicals can be protonated in this system upon collisional activation, thus
satisfying the first step in the hypothesized mechanism (Scheme 5.2b). Indeed, geometric
optimization suggests that the lowest-energy structure of compound 4a is the protonated
sulfinyl radical, in which the amide oxygen is in sufficiently close proximity to the sulfur
atom to share the charge and stabilize the protonated motif (Scheme 5.3). Curiously, the
proton-induced SOH loss is absent from the CID spectrum. To increase the flexibility of
the hydroxyl group, we also tested compound 4b, which has a longer alkyl chain between
the amide and the hydroxyl group, but still observed no SOH loss. These data suggest
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th
hat the hydro
oxyl group may
m not be su
ufficiently bbasic to abstrract the Cα-H
H; thus the pproton
in
nduced SOH
H loss was no
ot observed.

Scheme 5.3 Geometry
G
op
ptimization of
o protonatedd 4a. The rellative energyy of two low
w
en
nergy structu
ures are listeed, with the protonation
p
on sulfinyl rradical beingg the most sttable
on
ne. Level off calculation:: B3LYP/6-31G(d) + ΔZ
ZPE.

The PA
P of the primary amine is slightly hhigher than tthe PA of thee sulfinyl raddical,
e..g., PA of ethylamine = 218.0 kcal mol
m -1.6 Wheen a primaryy amine funcctional groupp is in
th
he vicinity of
o a sulfinyll radical, as in compouunds 3a-c, thhe proton-innduced SOH
H loss
becomes a sig
gnificant fraagmentation channel. Notably, the ddegree of SO
OH loss incrreases
ass the length of the alkyl chain in the primary am
mine increasees (X = -NH--(CH2)n-NH2, n =
2, 3, 4; compounds 3a-3cc); the CID spectrum
s
of protonated 33c is shown in Figure 5.2b as
n example. These
T
pheno
omena migh
ht reflect thee promotion of SOH losss by the inccrease
an
in
n flexibility of the neigh
hboring grou
up. As show
wn in the prroposed mecchanism (Schheme
5.2), easy acccess of the baase group to the Cα-H faacilitates prooton abstractiion.
In thee case of guaanidine as a neighboringg functional group, suchh as in comppound
5, the loss off SOD from
m radical absstraction is preferred ovver the protton-induced SOH
lo
oss, demonsttrating that the radical prroperty of thhe sulfinyl raadical is favoored over itss base
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property upon collisional activation (Figure 5.2c). According to our geometry
optimization of the protonated dipeptide sulfinyl radical [SO•Cys-Arg + H]+, the proton is
shared between the sulfinyl radical and the guanidine group but is held much closer to the
guanidine group (1.02 Å compared to 1.80 Å, the distance to sulfinyl oxygen, Scheme
5.4). Because the PA of guanidine (235.7 kcal mol-1)6 is much higher than the PA of the
sulfinyl radical, significant activation energy is required to mobilize the bridged proton
and adopt a structure in which the proton resides solely on the sulfinyl radical. The higher
energy barrier may be responsible for the suppressed SOH loss. This experimental
phenomenon is consistent with the proposed mechanism, in which protonation at the
sulfinyl radical is a prerequisite for proton-induced SOH loss. The data in Figures 5.2a-c
clearly demonstrate that the PA of the neighboring group is one of the major factors
affecting the competition of radical- vs. proton-induced SOH losses upon CID of the
sulfinyl radical ions. Moreover, the data show that the proton-induced SOH loss, which
reflects the base property of the sulfinyl radical, is very sensitive to its local environment.
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Scheme 5.4 Geometry
G
op
ptimization of
o protonatedd SO•Cys-Argg.

he protonated
d compoundds: a) 4a; b) 33c; c) 5; d) 11b; e) 1c; f) 22b.
Figure 5.2 MS2 CID of th
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5.3.3 Steric Hindrance Effect
Proton abstraction of the Cα-H by a neighboring group is a key step in the
hypothesized mechanism for proton-induced SOH loss (Scheme 5.2b). Changing the
accessibility of Cα-H via introducing steric hindrance into the system may allow our
hypothesis to be tested. Methylation at the π nitrogen of imidazole ring has been well
established, both experimentally and theoretically, to block interaction between the
histidine side-chain and the backbone; however, no such effect exists for methylation at
the τ-nitrogen.36,37 Therefore, τ-methyl histidine (compound 1b) and π-methyl histidine
(compound 1c) were each incorporated into the sulfinyl radical system and subjected to
collisional activation, respectively. Interestingly, loss of SOD is the dominant fragment
peak from CID of protonated 1c, with no detectable SOH loss (Figure 5.2e); in contrast,
the loss of SOH is still the dominant peak in the case of protonated 1b (Figure 5.2d).
Moreover, the β-cleavage on the sulfinyl side-chain, another radical-induced pathway, is
promoted by CID of protonated 1c. Because no significant difference exists in the
basicity between π- and τ-nitrogen atoms on the imidazole ring, their abilities to
participate in proton abstraction should be similar. The 3D structures for compound 1a-c
are shown in Scheme 5.5. It can be seen from the model that the proton bridging between
sulfinyl radical and π-nitrogen can be retained in case of τ-methylation (Scheme 5.5b).
However, it is disrupted in π-methylation (Scheme 5.5c). No matter how we rotate the
bonds, it is difficult for the proton on τ-nitrogen to access sulfinyl radical or other
backbone atoms. The data thus corroborate the proposed mechanism in that a close
interaction between the basic neighboring group and the peptide backbone is required for
proton-induced SOH loss. Otherwise, the sulfinyl radical will exhibit dominant radical
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prroperties.

Such a steeric-hindrancce effect caan also be observed bby changingg the

su
ubstitution position
p
on the pyridin
ne ring. In the case oof meta- or para-substiituted
py
yridine, SOH
H loss is ab
bsent (i.e., prrotonated 2b
b in Figure 5.2f), whereeas it is the most
dominant chaannel in thee case of orrtho-substituuted pyridinee (Table 5.22). Howeverr, the
raadical-initiatted SOH losss only involves the cyssteine side chain and thuus is not bloocked
by
y the steric hindrance
h
efffect.

Scheme 5.5 3D structurre for comp
pound 1a-c. Structure 11a is optim
mized on levvel of
B3LYP/6-31G
B
G(d), while structure 1b and 1c are nnot optimizeed.

The above
a
resultts all demon
nstrate that protonationn at the sulffinyl radicall and
bstraction off Cα-H by a neighboring
g basic grouup are both iimportant foor proton-indduced
ab
SOH loss. A detailed mechanistic
m
picture of this fragmeentation proocess was fuurther
ob
btained from
m theoretical calculation
ns using prootonated 3b (X = -NH-((CH2)3-NH2) as a
model
m
system
m (Scheme 5.6). The raadical ion hhas a lowestt-energy struucture with ionic
hy
ydrogen bon
nding betweeen the prim
mary amine and the sullfinyl radicaal (Scheme 55.2c).
Upon
U
activatiion, the protton is transfeerred to the sulfinyl site (Scheme 5..2d). Protonnation
of the sulfiny
yl group givees rise to a pseudo-cano
p
onical structuure with its eentire charge and
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most
m of its sp
pin (~70%) localized
l
on the sulfur aatom. This chhange signifficantly alterrs the
prroperties off the radical species, an
nd the close interaction between am
mide oxygenn and
su
ulfur contrib
butes to the increased acidity
a
of Cα-H. As a consequencce, this struucture
faacilitates thee subsequentt abstraction
n of Cα-H byy a nearby bbasic group ((a primary aamine
in
n this case), which conveerts Cα-H to a proton, foollowed by E
E2 eliminatioon of SOH. This
prrocess leadss to a dehy
ydroalanine structure, w
which sharess the same structure aas the
prroduct of thee radical-inv
volved SOH loss shown iin Scheme 55.2a.

Scheme 5.6 Energy
E
diagrram for proto
on induced S
SOH loss, ussing protonatted 3b as thee
model
m
system
m. Level of calculation: CCSD(T)//B
C
B3LYP/6-31G(d) + ΔZP
PE.
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Table
T
5.2 CID
D spectra of d4- n-SO•Cyss-X, the num
mber of comppound is inddicated below
w
eaach structuree.
Compound
CID specttra
(protonated)
(
)

2a

2c

3a
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Table 5.2, con
ntinued.
Compound
CID specttra
(protonated)
(
)

3b

4b

6

O

H H2
D2C C N C CH2
CD
D2

CH2

SO
O

CH3

7
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5.3.4 Tuning Radical and Base Property of Sulfinyl Radical
Additional functional groups were tested, and the degree of proton-induced SOH
loss (SOH %), which is defined as the fraction of SOH loss from the sum of SOH and
SOD losses, are organized in Figure 5.3 as a function of the PAs of the neighboring
groups. The corresponding MS2 CID data are provided in Table 5.2. As evident in Figure
5.3, a narrow range of PAs of the functional group favors the proton-induced SOH loss,
i.e., 218-240 kcal mol-1 (region highlighted in red in Figure 5.3). The lower limit of the
PA is based on the PA of the primary amine, which is slightly higher than the calculated
PA of the cysteine sulfinyl radical (215.7 kcal mol-1). The upper boundary is estimated
by extrapolation from guanidine’s PA (235.7 kcal mol-1), which is the most basic group
tested in this study. In this region, the SOH loss decreases as the proton affinity of the
neighboring group increases, most likely due to the increase in energy cost to break the
ionic hydrogen bonding and transfer the proton to the sulfinyl radical. When the PA of
the functional group is significantly lower than the PA of the sulfinyl radical (i.e., alkyl
chain, hydroxyl, and carboxylic acid), no proton-induced SOH loss is observed because
of the reduced capability of proton abstraction from Cα-H. Among the functional groups
shown in Figure 5.3, we believe that the PA of the neighboring group is the major factor
affecting the degree of proton induced SOH loss, while the structural difference does not
play a significant role. For instance, the SOH% is reduced from 91% to 60% from
compound 3b to compound 6, with the latter one being the N-dimethylated version of 3b.
The structural difference between 3b and 6 should be relatively small. The 30% decrease
in SOH% is therefore largely contributed by the increase of the PA from the primary
amine (218.0 kcal mol-1) to the tertiary amine (229.5 kcal mol-1). For the dipeptide
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su
ulfinyl radiccal ions inco
orporated wiith different types of fuunctional grooups, they aare all
fllexible enou
ugh to adoptt the suitablle configurattion for prooton inducedd SOH loss upon
co
ollisional activation. It is worth notting that struuctures with steric hindraance as discuussed
eaarlier (π-meethyl histidine, meta- and
a
para-subbstituted pyyridine) are not includeed in
Figure 5.3 du
ue to the know
wn dominan
nt structural effect.

Figure 5.3 Percentage
P
of
o SOH losss (SOH %) from MS2 CID of d4--n-SO•Cys-X as a
fu
unction of th
he proton afffinity (PA) of
o the functional group iin X. The sppecific comppound
used in the plot is indicaated on the top
t axis, andd the detaileed structure is listed in T
Table
5.1.

d in Figuree 5.3 demon
nstrate that thhe neighboriing environm
ment can stroongly
The data
nfluence the competition
n of radical vs.
v proton innduced SOH
H loss. On thhe other handd, the
in
frragmentation
n data can also
a
be used as a probe to interrogaate the propeensity of sulfinyl
raadical acting
g as a base or
o a radical upon activaation.

A quualitative coomparison caan be

made
m
by con
nsidering th
he fraction of proton iinduced fraagments vs. radical indduced
frragments. Our
O mechanisstic studies show
s
that SO
OD and CD2SO losses come from raadical
in
nduced chan
nnels, while SOH and HDO resultt from fragm
mentation of structures with
prrotonation at
a the sulfin
nyl radical. When
W
the suulfinyl radiccal is surrouunded by neeutral
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amino acid residues such as Ala and Ser, which are analogous to X containing functional
groups of –CH3 and -OH, the sulfinyl radical is more likely to render the base reactivity.
This can be inferred from Figure 5.2a (-OH function group), where proton induced
fragmentation (HDO loss) accounts for 70% of all channels involving -SO• (HDO and
SOD losses) and radical induced SOD loss is the only observed hydrosulfinyl loss
channel. In compound 7 (-CH3 functional group, spectrum shown in Table 5.2), the
proton induced channels take up even higher portion (94%) due to low proton affinity of
the methyl group.

In cases of basic amino acid residues, the situation is more

complicated because the basic residues can better compete with the sulfinyl radical for
the proton. Besides, the proton can be shared between the sulfinyl radical and the basic
residue via ionic hydrogen bond. For imidazole (His) and primary amine (Lys) as the
neighboring group, the base property of the -SO• is still dominant upon activation,
accounting for 88% and 92% of all fragmentation channels. In the presence of strong
base, i.e. guanidine in Arg, SOH loss is the only proton induced fragmentation channel
and it accounts for 13% of all fragments involving -SO•, while the proportion of radical
initiated SOD loss is 87%. As a result, the radical property of -SO• becomes dominant.

5.3.5 Implications for Larger Peptide Systems
The tetrapeptide system GGSO•CK, G SO•CGK, and

SO•

CGGK, where the sulfinyl

radical was systematically moved away from a basic residue, was also examined to test
the behavior of sulfinyl radicals within a larger peptide environment (Figure 5.4). In all
three cases, the main fragmentation channel is loss of CH2SO. This is consistent with the
stabilization of the pertinent fragment ions which are peptide C-radicals.23,38 In addition,
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a clear trend of decreasing SOH loss was observed when the sulfinyl radical was moved
away from the lysine residue. The absence of SOH loss in [SO•CGGK + H]+ (Figure 5.4c)
is likely due to the more favorable CH2SO loss from captodative stabilization of its
product by the N-terminal amine.23 Solution-phase hydrogen-deuterium exchange was
performed so that the contribution from proton-induced SOH loss could be distinguished
(inset of Figure 5.4). Notably, this pathway would appear as SOD loss because the
charge-carrier proton was exchanged to deuterium. The proton-induced channel (SOD
loss) decreased significantly in [GSO•CGK + D]+ compared to [GGSO•CK + D]+ when one
glycine was inserted between sulfinyl cysteine and lysine, whereas the contribution from
radical initiated SOH loss stayed small. The ratio of the proton- vs. radical-induced SOH
losses in GGSO•CK (13:1) was reasonably close to the ratio observed in protonated 3c
(11:1), where a primary amine was the neighboring base group. As has been explained in
the “mobile proton” model for the fragmentation of protonated peptide ions, proton can
be readily mobilized from lysine side chain and transferred to other less basic protonation
sites such as amide nitrogen to induce fragmentation upon collisional activation.39 The
PA of sulfinyl radical (215.7 kcal mol-1) is comparable to that of N-methyl acetamide
(212.4 kcal mol-1)6, which is an analog to the amide bond in peptide systems. Thus we
believe that proton transfer to the sulfinyl radical should be feasible upon collisional
activation in the tetrapeptide system investigated herein. The decrease in proton-induced
SOH is likely due to increased difficulty for the lysine side chain to access the Cα-H of
the cysteine sulfinyl radical when it is not in the neighboring position.
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Figure 5.4 MS2 ion trap CID of: a) [GGSO•CK + H]+; b) [GSO•CGK + H]+; and c)
[SO•CGGK + H]+. The contribution from proton induced SOD loss and Cα-H involved
SOH loss is differentiated by solution phase HDX, and the zoomed-in spectra are shown
in the corresponding inset.

5.4 Conclusions
Two pathways have been identified for the SOH loss from CID of protonated
peptide sulfinyl radical ions. One involves Cα-H abstraction by the sulfinyl radical,
reflecting its radical reactivity. The other channel is proton induced, involving proton
transfer to the sulfinyl radical as a key step. The second channel is a consequence of the
base property of the sulfinyl radical. Moreover, tuning of the competition between the
two pathways can be achieved by changing the proton affinity of the neighboring groups.
This work demonstrates for the first time that the dual radical and base properties of
sulfinyl radicals can coexist in peptide systems and it also signifies the importance of the
local chemical environment on radical behavior. It is worth noting that the gas-phase
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unimolecular dissociation chemistry investigated in this study is not expected to be
observed for protein radicals under biological conditions due to the different chemical
environments. Nevertheless, the gas-phase study provides direct evidence of the intrinsic
chemical property of peptide sulfinyl radical. This dual radical and base property might
be common among various heteroatom-centered radicals and it should be included for
consideration when investigating their chemical and biological roles.
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CHAPTER 6: RADICAL CASCADES IN ELECTRON TRANSFER DISSOCIATION
(ETD) – IMPLICATIONS FOR CHARACTERIZING PEPTIDE DISULFIDE REGIOISOMERS

(Adapted from publication in Analyst)

6.1 Introduction
Mass spectrometry (MS) is now a central tool for protein identification and
characterization.1 The extent of structural information that can be obtained, however, is
often adversely affected by the existence of disulfide bonds.2 In order to obtain the
conventional sequence ions within a disulfide loop, such as b or y ions, multiple bond
cleavages are needed including disulfide bond opening and backbone fragmentation. The
above requirements are often not satisfied under typical MS analysis conditions
employing low energy collision-induced dissociation (CID).3 Rich sequence information
can be obtained upon reduction or alkylation of the disulfide bonds before MS analysis,4
but at the cost of losing information on disulfide linkage patterns. In order to pinpoint
disulfide bond linkage patterns, complicated sample preparation steps are usually needed
especially for highly knotted disulfide systems, such as multi-enzyme digestion and
partial disulfide bond reduction either chemically5 or electrochemically6. Moreover,
cautions should be given to disulfide scrambling during sample preparation sometimes
even under acidic pH conditions.2, 7 Alternative techniques have been developed to cleave
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disulfide bonds in gas phase, including electron capture dissociation (ECD),8, 9 electron
transfer dissociation (ETD),10-14 electron detached dissociation (EDD),15 UVphotodissociation,16 metal-ion assisted dissociation,17,

18

and atmospheric pressure

ion/radical reactions.19, 20 Among them, ETD is increasingly applied for disulfide peptides
or proteins characterization. Facile cleavage at the disulfide bond and separation of
chains originally connected by disulfide bridges have been reported from ETD of
interchain disulfide linked peptides.11, 13, 14 Wu et al. have demonstrated the capability to
assign complex disulfide linkages in proteins in approach of ETD and CID combined
with enzymatic digestion.14 Our group has investigated the ETD fragmentation chemistry
of a series natural peptides consisting of one intrachain disulfide bond.12 Fragment ions
from backbone regions confined by the disulfide loop were observed, including c/z,
c+32/z-32, c-33/z+33, and their formation pathways were investigated.12
Peptides containing multiple intrachain disulfide bonds are often encountered in
biological systems functioning as hormones21, defensins22, and toxins23.

Rapid

sequencing and accurate determination of disulfide linkage patterns for these peptides are
highly desirable; however, it still presents a challenge for MS. Systematic studies are
lacking on the utility of ETD in characterizing intact peptide systems containing multiple
intrachain disulfide bonds, especially in addressing the capability of ETD in
characterizing disulfide regio-isomers. In this chapter, we designed two model peptide
systems, each consisting of a group of disulfide regio-isomers with two disulfide bonds
(Table 6.1). Disulfide regio-isomers provide a good framework for understanding the
effect of disulfide connecting patterns on the gas-phase fragmentation chemistry. This
type of knowledge is extremely useful to develop strategies to decipher disulfide bond
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connectivity. In this work, the ETD fragmentation patterns of peptides with multiple
intrachain disulfide bonds are compared among the regio-isomers. The extent of sequence
information and disulfide linkage information that can be extracted are evaluated. The
gas-phase dissociation pathways leading to different types of product ions are also
discussed.

6.2 Experimental
Fully reduced P1 peptides (single letter sequence: CARICAKLCLEVCK) was
purchased from CPC scientific (Sunnyvale, CA, USA). Oxidized P2 peptides (single
letter sequence: CAEKCIEKCLVRC) were purchased from SynBioSci (San Francisco,
CA, USA). The synthesis, purification, and identification of the disulfide regio-isomers
of P1 were described elsewhere.24

In short, the oxidizing agent dichlorobis-

ethylenediamine-platinum (IV) chloride25 [Pt(en)2(OH)2]Cl2 was added to the peptide
with a molar ratio of Pt (IV) to peptide of 5:1. The reaction was allowed to proceed at
room temperature for 3 hours and the extent of reaction was monitored by MS. After the
peptide was completely oxidized, the three disulfide regio-isomers were separated via
reversed-phase HPLC and identified via tandem mass spectrometry using CID. Peptide
samples (listed in Table 6.1) were prepared to a final concentration of 10 µM in 50/49/1
MeOH/H2O/HOAc (v/v/v) and introduced to a mass spectrometer via nanoelectrospray
ionization (nanoESI) in positive ion mode. All mass spectra were collected on a Velos
LTQ mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA, USA) with ETD
capability. Fluoranthene radical anion was employed as the ETD anion reagent. ETD
reaction time was in the range of 100 - 200 ms, optimized for individual reactions. No
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supplemental activation (on-resonance excitation for non-dissociated charge-reduced
species without isolation) was applied during ETD. MS3 CID was performed on selected
product ions for structural characterization. Data shown in this study were typically an
average of 50 scans.

Table 6.1 List of peptides containing two intrachain disulfide bonds. The backbone
coverage% of individual peptides ([M+3H]3+ as parent ions) are compared between CID
and ETD.
backbone
Peptide

Structure

coverage%
CID

ETD

P1-I

CARICAKLCLEVCK

38

77

P1-II

CARICAKLCLEVCK

8

77

P1-III

CARICAKLCLEVCK

8

77

P2-I

CAEKCIEKCLVRC

33

100

P2-II

CAEKCIEKCLVRC

0

83
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6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 CID vs. ETD
Collisional activation of [M+3H]3+ ions of P1-II, a disulfide regio-isomer with a
loop-within-a-loop configuration, is shown in Figure 6.1a.

Only one conventional

sequence ion (b132+) resulting from the amide bond cleavage outside the disulfide loop
was observed independent of the amount of collision energy applied. Besides that,
several internal losses (e.g. Leu, Ile, Lys, Leu-Glu) also showed up in the spectrum,
corresponding to loss of one or more amino acid residues from sequences cyclized by the
disulfide bond26, 27. It has been reported that more than one peptide bonds can be cleaved
under the disulfide loop in CID.27 The backbone coverage%, i.e., a parameter for scaling
peptide sequencing capability as defined by the percentage of observed cleavage sites
based on b/y ions (c/z ions for ETD) out of all possible ones, is only 8% (1 out of 13
bonds) from CID of P1-II. Figure 6.1b shows ETD of the same peptide parent ion. A
series of c/z ions (c3, 5-11,13 and z3,5-9,11,12) are clearly observed, providing 77% backbone
coverage (10 out of 13 bonds). Note that even fragments corresponding to regions
covered by two disulfide bonds (c5-8 and z6-9, labeled in red in Figure 6.1b) are present
with good relative intensities in the spectrum. In order to test if this is a common
phenomenon in ETD, another peptide (P2-II) containing overlapping disulfide bonds was
studied. Sequence ions c5,7 and z6-8 were observed in ETD of the triply charged parent ion
(Figure 6.2), despite the coverage of multiple disulfide bonds. The sequence coverage%
is again significantly improved in ETD (83%) compared to CID (0%) for P2-II. Table 6.1
summarizes the backbone coverage% for P1 and P2 systems using CID and ETD of triply
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charged parent ions. For peptides with a side-by-side disulfide bond configuration, the
backbone coverage% is increased by 2 times or more when using ETD relative to CID.
Depending on the degree of backbone cyclization due to disulfide bond formation, more
significant improvement (more than 9 times) is achieved for peptides that are almost fully
covered by disulfide bonds such as peptides P1-II, P1-III, and P2-II via ETD than CID.
The data in Table 6.1 demonstrate the capability of ETD to provide rich sequence
information of peptides with multiple intrachain disulfide bridges.
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Figure 6.1 MS2 of [M+3H]3+ ions derived from intact P1-II : a) Ion trap CID, activation
energy 60 mV, 400 ms and (b) ETD of [M+3H]3+ of P1-II, reaction time: 100 ms.
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Figure 6.2 ETD of [M+3H]3+ of a) P2-I; b) P2-II. ETD reaction time was 100 ms,
without supplementary activation.

6.3.2 Radical Cascades in ETD
To simplify discussions, the four cysteine residues in the model peptide systems
are referred to later as C1, C2, C3 and C4 counting from N- to C-terminus. In case of P1II (loop-within-a-loop configuration), the peptide backbone region between C2-C3 is
covered by two disulfide bonds, while regions between C1-C2 and C3-C4 are each under
the coverage of one disulfide bond (Scheme 6.1). The most interesting and remarkable
phenomenon from ETD of P1-II (Figure 6.1b) is the detection of c5-8, z6-9 ions, formed
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from the C2-C3 region covered by two disulfide bonds. The formation of those ions
requires cleavages of at least three bonds, i.e. two disulfide bonds and one N-C bond.
Leymarie et al. have shown evidences of radical cascades in ECD resulting in multiple
backbone cleavages and side-chain losses.28 O’Connor et al. have suggested that the
lifetime of the radical intermediates after ECD can be sufficient enough to allow multiple
radical rearrangments.29-31 We have also reported the observation of c/z ions derived from
the backbone region cyclized by one disulfide bond from a single electron transfer
event.12 In that system, cleavages of both an N-Cα and a disulfide bond give rise to c/z
ions and c+32/z-32 and c-33/z+33 ions unique to regions covered by the disulfide bond.12
Based on that study, the identities of products originated from regions covered by one
disulfide bridge in P1-II can be understood in the same fashion, such as c3/z11 from C1C2, c9/z5, c10-33/z4+33 from C3-C4 (Figure 6.1b). Herein, we focus on the formation of
sequence ions between C2 and C3 backbone region of P1-II, which is covered by two
disulfide bonds. Studies have shown that the S-S bond can be preferentially cleaved as
compared to N-C bonds due to a larger cross section in ECD/ETD.8, 11, 32 If a S-S bond is
cleaved first, a thiyl radical (-S•) and complementary thiol (-SH) are formed at the
cleavage site and the peptide ion is converted from a hydrogen-rich system to a
hydrogen-deficient system.8, 33 Cleavages at N-C bonds in such a hydrogen-deficient
system have been shown to be sequence dependent (i.e. more frequently observed at Thr
and Ser),34 and one should not observe such a completed series of c/z ions. A more likely
process would be an initial N-C cleavage from ETD followed by a series of radical
reactions induced by the as-formed Cα radical (the z• species). The Cα radical is highly
reactive and can attack a S-S bond to form a thiyl radical.12 The thiyl radical can further
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attack the remaining disulfide bond and release the complementary c/z ions.35, 36 These
steps are summarized in Scheme 6.1 and proposed as a simple picture to understand the
formation of the experimentally observed product ions. Note that other radical-initiated
channels may co-exist due to low energy barriers associated with many types of radical
migrations/reactions and eventually lead to the same product ions. The cleavage of C-S
bond has also been reported in ETD of disulfide peptides, giving rise to c+32/z-32 and c33/z+33 ions that are unique to regions cyclized by the disulfide bond.12 An alternative
pathway is shown in Scheme 6.2, where the transient Cα radical attacks the C-S bond,
inducing a β-cleavage and forming a perthiyl radical. Perthiyl radical may also attack the
C-S bond and give rise to a new C-S bond and another perthiyl radical, which is a
thermodynamically neutral reaction. In this scenario, c/z ions can also be generated;
however, the z• ions are in the perthiyl radical forms (zn(iv) and zn(v) in Scheme 6.2),
isomeric to the structures shown in Scheme 6.1. According to the proposed pathways,
radical cascades lead to the formation of

even-electron c ions consisting of one

intrachain disulfide bonds and odd-electron z ions from peptide backbone region covered
by two disulfide bonds (C2-C3 in Scheme 6.1). Since there is no particular order that
which disulfide bond would be cleaved first or which part of disulfide bond (S-S or C-S)
would be attacked by the Cα radical, isomeric structures such as zn(i) and zn(ii) (structure
shown in Scheme 6.1), as well as zn(iv) and zn(v) (structure shown in Scheme 6.2) may
co-exist for the z ion species formed between C2 and C3 backbone region. Note that
zn(iii) is the structure of z ion originated from the same region in P1-I (side-by-side
disulfide configuration), which is also indicated in Scheme 6.1, for ease of later
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discussion. In comparison, only one stable structure is available for c ion in this region
based on the hypothesis.

2+•
3+

ETD

H2N

N-C
Cleavage
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+
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C radical cleaves
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2+•
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+

•
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COOH
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Scheme 6.1 ETD and the subsequent radical cascades for the formation of cyclic c and z•
ions from backbone regions covered by two disulfide bonds. Multiple structural isomers,
i.e., zn(i,ii) might exist for z ions. zn(iii) is the structure of z ion originated between C2 and
C3 from P1-I.
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Scheme 6.2 Alternative radical cascades pathway for the formation of cyclic c and z• ion
between C2 and C3 in ETD of P1-II.

In order to verify the proposed radical cascade pathways, the key product ions
were subjected to MS3 CID. A pair of complimentary ions, c6 and z8, originated from the
C2-C3 backbone region from P1-II, are chosen as examples to illustrate the process of
product ion structural identification. Collisional activation of c6 (m/z 633.4, Figure 6.3a)
produces an internal loss of Ile (m/z 520.3), implying a cyclic structure containing Ile
within c6 (amino acid sequence: CARICA). The observation of fragments with mass shift
of +33 Da for b3 and b4 (mass predicted based on a structure of C(-1Da)ARIC(-1Da)ANH2), noted as

b3 (m/z 363.3) and

SSH

b4 (m/z 476.2), suggests the formation of

SSH

disulfohydryl at the cysteine residue. Asymmetric disulfide bond cleavages have been
reported upon CID of intrachain disulfide linked peptides with limited proton mobility in
positive ion mode, giving rise to a complementary dehydroalanine (=CH2) and
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disulfohydryl (SSH) upon C-S cleavage.37 Once the cyclic structure is opened, amide
cleavages can be observed. Based on the sequence of c6 and the CID data, it is fairly
obvious to assign an intramolecular disulfide bond between C1 and C2 within c6.
Meanwhile, only b5 (m/z 545.3) and its water loss *b5 (m/z 528.3) are present as the
dominant fragment ions, while no other conventional b and y ions are observed. This
phenomenon corroborates the assignment of C1-C2 disulfide bond since b5 ions are
formed outside the disulfide loop. MS3 CID of the c6 (m/z 633.4) derived from ETD of
P1-I and P1-III, the other two disulfide regio-isomers, are shown in Figure 6.4. The
fragmentation patterns are identical to c6 derived from P1-II. Note that the c6 ion from
P1-I is a conventional c ion formed at the backbone region without any coverage of
disulfide bond. The high similarity of the c6 CID patterns derived from three disulfide
regio-isomers supports the suggested structure of c ions formed in this region; that is an
even-electron species containing an intact disulfide bond (Scheme 6.1). The c6 ions from
P1-III can be formed from similar steps as shown in Scheme 6.1 and finally reach the
same product structure despite a different initial disulfide configuration. These results are
consistent with the radical cascade picture.
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Figure 6.3 MS3 CID of a) c6 and b) z8 derived from ETD of [M+3H]3+ for P1-II. The
formation of c6 and z8 in ETD (before isolation) are shown in the inset.
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Figure 6.4 MS3 CID of c6 from ETD of [M+3H]3+ from a) P1-I; b) P1-III.

Collisional activation of z8 ions (m/z 917.6, Figure 6.3b) provides several
characteristic radical-initiated pathways, including side-chain losses from Cys (33 Da)
and Leu (56 Da) as well as loss of SSH (65 Da). The dominant loss of SSH is a signature
of perthiyl radical species.12, 38 These fragments clearly suggest an open-shell structure of
z8. Due to the possibility of several radical cascade pathways (Scheme 6.1 and Scheme
6.2), z8 can have one or multiple isomeric structures, i.e. zn(i, ii, iv, v) and the radical site
can migrate upon activation to produce even more isomeric structures. On the other
hand, the z8 formed from P1-I should be a conventional z• ion with a disulfide bond
connecting between C3 and C4 (zn(iii) in Scheme 6.1) upon initial formation.
Interestingly, collisional activation of z8 from all three peptide disulfide regio-isomers of
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P1 leads to almost identical spectra (compare Figure 6.3b to Figure 6.5). The similarity
reflects facile structure isomerization of z ions either before CID or during CID.
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Figure 6.5 MS3 CID of z8 from ETD of [M+3H]3+ from a) P1-I; b) P1-III.

After examining CID of major c/z ions appeared in ETD of [M+3H]3+ for peptides
in Table 6.1, we found the electron parity (odd- or even- electron species) of the product
ion was related to the number of disulfide bonds above the site of the N-Cα cleavage. As
shown in Scheme 6.3, regions covered by an even number of disulfide bond(s) would
give rise to even-electron c ions and odd-electron z ions; while odd-electron c ions and
even-electron z ions would be generated from regions covered by an odd number of
disulfide bond(s). Take P1-II for example, fragment ions c5-8 are all even-electron
species, while z6-9 are odd-electron species. Those ions are derived between C2-C3,
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which is initially covered by two disulfide bonds. However, for c/z ions originate from
coverage of one disulfide bond, c ions become open-shell and z ions change into closedshell.12 This point is also supported by the CID of c3/z11 from C1-C2 and c9/z5 from C3C4 in ETD of P1-II, as shown in Figure 6.6. In ETD of peptides without any disulfide
bond, conventional c/z• ions are generated,9 where z• ion is again radical species. Note
that this relationship only applies to c/z ions formed without further hydrogen addition or
abstraction to the odd-electron species, such as classical z• ion, which can sometimes
occur in ECD/ETD.29,
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After the hydrogen rearrangement, the electron parity will

change correspondingly.
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Figure 6.6 MS3 CID of a) c3, b) z11, c) c9 and d) z5 from ETD of [M+3H]3+ from P1-II.

6.3.3 ETD of Disulfide Regio-isomers
ETD of the other two disulfide regio-isomers from the P1 system ([M+3H]3+) is
shown in Figure 6.7. Similar types of product ions are observed as compared to P1-II,
except for a unique pair of peaks (c6-31/z8 +31, m/z 602.4 and 948.5, respectively) that are
absent only in P1-I, which will be discussed later. Meanwhile, the product ions also vary
in relative ion intensities. For example, the formation of c3/z11 is about 5 times more
abundant in P1-III than the other two isomers, and c10-33/z4+33 are more abundant in P1II. The relative intensities of c11+1/z3-1 are much smaller in P1-I while the abundances of
c/z ions from C2-C3 region are slightly higher. For P2 peptides, a more complete series
of c/z ions were observed for P2-I (side-by-side disulfide bond configuration) than P2-II
(loop-within-loop disulfide bond configuration) (Figure 6.2). In addition, the relative ion
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intensities for sequence ions from C2-C3 region (c5-8, z5-8) were also higher in the P2-I,
the region of which does not contain a disulfide bond. The above phenomenon indicates
that the existence of disulfide bonds could increase the difficulty to form sequence ions
via ETD for certain peptide systems. As described in Scheme 6.1, radical cascades in
ETD helps in opening up multiple disulfide loops and generating similar types of
fragment ions; at the same time, it also makes it difficult to pinpoint the linkage patterns
for disulfide regio-isomers only based on product ion identities. However, the difference
in relative ion intensities among the three disulfide bond regio-isomers may reflect the
influence of different disulfide linkage patterns on the gas-phase dissociation chemistry
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The unique pair of peaks (c6-31/z8+31, labeled in blue in Figure 6.1b and 6.7b)
mentioned above are only observed for isomers with overlapping disulfide configurations
(P1-II and P1-III) but not for the side-by-side disulfide isomer (P1-I). These ions are
originated from the two disulfide bond covered backbone region and the detection of
similar types of ions has not been reported before. Collisional activation of z8+31 (Figure
6.8a, amino acid sequence: KLCLEVCK) produces dominant fragments at m/z 692.3 and
805.4, which correspond to y6 and y7 without the +31 Da modification, respectively.
These two ion species suggest that the modification should locate at the N-terminus (Lys
residue). The presence of internal losses (e.g. Val, m/z 849.4; Glu, m/z 802.4 and GluVal, m/z 720.4) and

y5 (m/z 623.3) suggests that z8+31 is an even-electron species

SSH

containing an intrachain disulfide bond. On the other hand, CID of its complementary
ion, c6-31 (Figure 6.8b), produces abundant side-chain losses including 46 Da (CH2S)
and 33 Da (SH), which are characteristic for CID of peptide thiyl radical ions.34 Since
collisional activation can lead to C-S bond cleavage,12 we propose that the +31 Da
modification is due to a charge-directed C-S cleavage (Scheme 6.3). In order for this
pathway to exist, the cleavage site had to be located in a region initially covered by
disulfide bond(s). Indeed, this is in good agreement with the experimental fact that c631/z8+31 only showed up for P1-II and P1-III, but not P1-I. Therefore, this unique pair of
peaks formed within the cyclic region confined by disulfide bonds could help to
distinguish P1-I from P1-II and P1-III. A similar ion pair (c7-31/z6+31) was also observed
in P2-II. The cleavage site also happens to be on the left side of Lys, which may suggest
the requirement of nucleophile nearby, such as the amine group on Lys side-chain.
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6.4 Conclusions
Model peptide disulfide regio-isomers containing two intrachain disulfide bonds
were directly analyzed by ETD tandem mass spectrometry. Rich sequence information
was extracted including from regions covered by overlapping disulfide bridges, which
showed great advantage over low energy CID. Radical cascades following the initial NCα bond cleavage due to ETD was proposed to account for disulfide bond cleavages and
subsequent release of the product c/z ions from the backbone regions covered by multiple
disulfide bonds. For the two model peptide systems studied herein, similar types of
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product ions were observed for all disulfide regio-isomers but at slightly different relative
intensities. These results suggest that ETD may have the potential for differentiating
disulfide isomers with the help of fragmentation pattern recognition tool. Moreover,
peaks unique to regions covered by multiple disulfide bonds were identified. However,
cautions should be given when using ETD to directly assign the disulfide linkage pattern
according to product ion identities due to prevalent radical cascades after ETD.
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